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Few selected comments & 
conversation between legends: 
bv doshi and alvaro siza
It is not often that one gets to listen to conversation 
between legends! So you can imagine how special 
it was for me to be one of the moderators during 
the conversation and to host the two phenomenal 
architects on SURFACES REPORTER’S (SR)  
platform in July 2020!

It was historic!

The two global mega icons Alvaro Siza, Portugal 
(Pritzker laureate 1992) and B.V. Doshi, India 
(Pritzker laureate 2018) talked about their 
philosophy of architecture which is very much 
rooted in traditions. 

Earlier, I had picked 21 quotes by Professor 
Balkrishna Vithaldas Doshi from his book “Paths 
Uncharted” which has more than 10 million views 
in www.surfacesreporter.com. 

I have lovingly selected a few conversations and 
comments by the masters picked from the LIVE 
telecast on YouTube & Facebook pages of SR.

BV Doshi to Alvaro Siza (sharing his love 
for the way Siza sketches and works):

“When you are drawing and your own 
hand is drawn outside your body there is a 
detachment there, a spiritual contact, and 
not the function of a material contact. For a 
minute, perhaps, for a point you don’t exist 
and something happens to the drawing, 
to the lines, to the space and even to your 
buildings.

I was wondering about the quality of the 
buildings that are there which you have 
built, how come they almost become 
ephemeral? They don’t have weight; they 
don’t feel like dead buildings, they look 
like flowers. When you draw, you seem to 
be so detached. Are you always doing this 
as if you are disconnected, it is something 
magical, fluid, which is ephemeral?”

editorial
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Mobile Friendly Version:  
www.surfacesreporter.com/editorial/apr-2020/editorial

Alvaro Siza to BV Doshi: (Responds with a smile)

You are a philosopher and a poet. So when you 
look at my drawings you transform in a way you 
make a poem, your poem about what you see 
in the drawing. When you see the landscape, 
you see a sculpture also.

Alvaro Siza (sharing his emotions when he was 
not selected for a project) – 

“I was put out of a candidature for a competition 
to build a hospital because I had not made any 
hospital earlier. I was very angry with this and 
wrote a letter saying ‘Alvar Aalto had also made 
no hospital before he made the Sanatorium, 
a masterpiece that still works’. So I think, 
people who are obsessed with organisation of 
specialization are less prepared for any type of 
building because they do not understand the 
relation that exists between programs.

Architects must have specialisation but they 
should not be specialists.”

Alvaro Siza (sharing his love for sketching 
while roaming in the streets) - I make sketches 
not only to study a building but when I go to a 
site I like, I cannot resist. The most irresistible 
town for that is Rome, because in Rome, you 
go to a street and start drawing, several people 
are doing that and no one will bother you. In 
some towns, it is difficult since a lot of people 
will come and ask you what you are doing, why 
you are doing. And in India too, nobody came 
to see what I was drawing because they have 
much to do, to live.

BV Doshi - I am free because I am a child.

Alvaro Siza - Becoming a child is important 
because architecture without the pleasure & joy 
is a horrible activity.

BV Doshi - We are not talking about culture 
anymore and culture is of value, culture has no 
market but that is what life is about.

Alvaro Siza (while talking about a building he 
built long back and had come to renovate) - So 
when I entered the building I began looking at 
the pieces hanging from ceiling and I said, ‘it 
is too much, I don’t like it’. And, at the end, I 
thought, this was made by another architect, 
the young Alvaro Siza, so I must respect him 
too (laughs)!

BV Doshi - The whole idea being that the 
architect is not the designer. The designer is the 
users who lives their lives there, and create the 
space what they want to.

BV Doshi (while sharing his experiences of 
working with master architects) - The building 
just sits very lightly as if a bird is sitting on the 
land. And I think that is something which I was 
fascinated. There is something to do with the 
spiritual quality of not touching the paper, you 
don't want to hurt things, and I don't know 
whether I am right.

For more, check out the cover story in the 
November/December issue of SURFACES 
REPORTER magazine. 
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readers' reviews
Thank you readers for the responses! We can be contacted at hello@surfacesreporter.com

 Thank you everyone for your kind 
comments and appreciation. I must 

congratulate Surfaces Reporter & Ply 
Reporter for focusing on some very key 
issues related to Architecture Education 
and other sensitive issues which need to 
be highlighted. Special thanks to Vertica 

Dvivedi, Madhurima Chowdhury 
 & Komal Gupta. 

~ AR AnShuMAn ShARMA 
Principal Architect, Design Inc, Jaipur

  I have been involved with  
‘Surface Reporter’ as a journal since many years
now. I think this particular journal transformed 

‘meaningful architecture’. You see all the 
journals have the same intent to project 

architecture; they have the same methodology 
to showcase architecture, interiors and other 

forms of art to the masses (audience). But 
‘Surfaces Reporter’ came out in a very user-

friendly way. Right from the editors, both Vertika 
and Madhurima, are absolutely approachable. 

They are available for any dialogue at every 
event. So there’s a kind of connection that you 
build. So as I said, that attitude percolates from 

the top, so when the top is user-friendly and 
always there to guide, assist, to manifest the 

Indian Architectural Society so beautifully, the 
masses are with you. That’s where it started; the 
journal, the content, the systems of projection,

and the material which is very original and nice. 
The way they project their people is very fine 

and I really wish them very  
best from my heart.  

~ AR SAnGEET ShARMA 
SD Sharma Architects, Chandigarh

 I must congratulate SR because 
Surfaces Reporter and the events that it 

holds are picking up the most crucial subject 
matter. The gender divide that one sees in 
architecture is one of the biggest places  

where the change can occur. It has nothing to 
do with the building; it has got to do with 
how we see ourselves as a representative  
of the demographics of the society. This  
is the biggest thing I can talk about the  

Surfaces Reporter about its commitment 
towards the question of gender as no one  
likes to talk about it. The other thing is the 
sense of positivity. no matter, if there are 

difficult times or situations, you people keep 
connecting as you also believe that ideas 

too change over time. For me, these are the 
hallmarks of SR publication and  

I look forward to it.   

~ AR MADhAV RAMAn 
Partner, Anargram Architects, Delhi





  SR SHOWROOM LAUNCH
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VIRTUAL LAUNCH

1st virtual launch of an interior & exterior building 
products showroom during COVID-19
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PRIMARK  
EXPERIENCE CENTRE  

MAgNIfICENTly lAUNCHED 
ONlINE WITH

SURfACES REPORTER &  
Ply REPORTER

The collective views on Surfaces Reporter & Ply Reporter for the virtual launch was more than 23899 (and 
growing) while 414 LIVE comments from traders & specifier segment were received during the show. The reach 

of this event was more than 70000. The PRIMARK experience centre launch is the first virual launch of a 
showroom in the category during COVID-19. It is historic in that sense.

It was a proud moment for Ply reporter and 
Surfaces reporter to be the Broadcast & Media 
Partners of the grand launching of the Experience 
Centre that was held on the 25th October on SR 
& PR online platforms for B2B Channel as well as 
architects & designers. SR & PR has created the 

special platform during lockdown to enable online launching 
of Building Material Products, Projects and Showrooms. 

With this virtual grand opening, people got more 
familiar with the brand PrImArK, which has 
a legacy of 26 years in distribution, marketing 
and supply of interior products from the best 
brands across multiple segments such as Plywood, 
Laminates, Veneer, Block Board, MDF, Flooring, 
Decorative Surfaces, Doors, WPC, Cement Board, 
Adhesives, Acrylic Solid Surfaces and more.  



  SR SHOWROOM LAUNCH
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During this COVID time, when the pandemic has been a 
dampener for many across industries, the one thing which 
made PRIMARK stand apart is the ability of  
mr. Ashish Gupta, Founder & Futurist, Managing Director, 
Premier Plylam marketing Company to look forward with 
optimism and preparing for better times in full swing. 

One major step towards moving ahead with optimism and 
growth for all was this virtual launch of a grand showroom in 
the Pink City Jaipur comprising of 20000 sqft display space.  
It is one of the largest one-stop showrooms for interior & 

exterior materials in Rajasthan. The gallery houses sections for 
different product range. The virtual presentation showcased the 
special sections for each brand. Apart from this, the showroom 
included an exquisitely designed Architects Lounge, Skylit Lounge 
with natural light pouring through, Conference room, and 
separate areas for display of mock-ups for Kitchens, Bedrooms, 
Dining area, Cafeteria, elegantly designed Director’s cabin and a 
plethora of product applications.

Esteemed panellists among architects and designers joined the 
event as special guests of Primark and Surfaces Reporter.

Mr Ashish Gupta along with Bollywood star Ishita Raj
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The collective views 
on Surfaces Reporter 
& Ply Reporter was 
more than 23899 
(and growing) while 
414 LIVE comments 
from traders & specifier 
segment were received 
during the show. The 
reach of this event was 
more than 70000. The 
PRIMARK experience 
centre launch is the 
first virual launch 
of a showroom in 
that category during 
COVID-19. It is historic 
in that sense! 

Ishita Raj is an Indian film actress and model, best 
known for her work in Pyaar Ka Punchnama, Pyaar Ka 
Punchnama 2 and Sonu Ke Titu Ki Sweety. She also 
interacted with the live audience during the event.

The icing on the cake during the event 
was the  king of comedy-Amit Tandon, 
who tickled the funny bones of the 
audience with his “Hansi ki Hasgulle”. 

Architects & Designer who were special guests are:

Ar Tushar Sogani, Tushar Sogani Designs, Jaipur

Ar Anshuman Sharma, Design Inc, Jaipur

Ar Neilesh Kenkare, Arch-Aid, Mumbai

ms mansi Pandey, The Design House, Mumbai

Ar bhavya Kenkare, Arch-Aid, Mumbai

Ar Chandrika Sahay, Meraki Design, Gurgaon

Ar Apurva bhagalia, Beyond Architecture and Interiors 

Ar Santosh Agarwal, Aggravastu, Jaipur 

Many dealers who are connected with Mr Gupta since decades 
also graced the PrImArK Virtual Launch with their special 
messages. The virtual unveiling was done by bollywood Star 
Ishita raj while King of Comedy Amit Tandon tickled some 
funny bones. So, there was no short of entertainment powerhouses 
and the enlightening talks for the viewers.

With the grand online launch, viewers got an opportunity to have 
a sneak peek at the fantastic showroom, its warehousing facility 
and many sections through an exclusive virtual tour, telecasted & 
executed in association with SUrFACeS rePOrTer and  
PLY rePOrTer on its online platforms.



PRINCIPAL, ANAGRAM ARCHITECTS

I-Me-Myself

AR MADHAV RAMAN
SURFACES REPORTER'S I-ME-MYSELF is a special section  

that hosts an interaction with a personality in design that is a mix  
of personal & professional stories.  

Ar MADHAV RAMAN- Principal & Co-Founder, Anagram Architects, New Delhi, 
is one of the most promising architects of the younger generation. Madhav’s 
interests in cultural histories and urban economics add depth to the practice. 
He brings insight and experience in transit, urban ecologies, multi-disciplinary 

strategies and new technologies to projects. An avid cyclist and swimmer, Madhav 
regularly guides research, lectures and writes about design in professional 

journals as well as mainstream publications. In an up-close conversation with 
Vertica Dvivedi, Editor-in-Chief, Surfaces Reporter magazine, he poured his 
heart out about his interest, favourite projects, clients, inspirations, managing 

finance, mantras for students & young startups and much more. 
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The lesson that I have 
learnt is 'Not To Take Myself 

Seriously. A practice is 
like a vessel in a stormy 

sea. It gets thrown around. 
Likewise, there are some 

disappointments too. So, I 
have learnt to have a sense 
of humour especially about 

myself and the predicaments 
I find myself in. 

 What is your idea about the ‘New’ Normal? 

This new normal is very abnormal so the architectural idea 
is equally abnormal. We need to start getting used to the fact 
that ‘Architecture is the protection against other things’. The 
biggest thing the pandemic has told us that it is us who are 
endangering other things including the nature, environment 
and the people. We are the one who is spreading the virus.  

 Tell us something about your first project.

I started my firm right after college. Our first project was 
an extra room on the roof of my parent’s house when I was 
in second year. The first project with Vaibhav Dimri, I still 
remember, there was the launch of Skoda Octavia. We designed 
that event for ABN Bank's introduction of SKODA in India. 
The first architecture project we did was the South Asian 
Human Right Documentation Center (SAHRDC). 

 Life lessons you would like to share with 
SURFACES REPORTER. 

One lesson that I have learnt is 'Not To Take myself Seriously'. 
Sometimes we architects operate with a great deal of passion 
where we are convinced about our ideas and ideologies. But a 
practice is like a vessel in a stormy sea. It gets thrown around. 
Likewise, there are some disappointments too. So, I have learnt 
to have a sense of humour especially about myself and the 
predicaments I find myself in.  

 What are the three mantras for students of 
architecture & design.

These are really tough times and none of the lessons  
from the past can be directly applied. Perhaps some values  
can be added. 

There are three lessons I would like to mention. Firstly, be 
honest to yourself, to check if you are enjoying what you do 
and the next project you choose. The clarity of thoughts have 
to be there. This becomes particularly important as now you do 
not have physical access to mentors or teachers with whom you 
can talk or take guidance from.  
Secondly, be brave. When I was in my school, things were 
much more simple and less critical but now the situation has 
become a lot more different especially post COVID so  
be fearless.  
Last but not the least, because you are in the design profession, 
do not stop asking questions.  This is the mantra that I keep 
repeating ‘be honest, be fearless, be inquisitive.’ 

 What are the mantras you would like to share for 
young startups in architecture & design?

I think the startups have to be brave. This profession is not for 
weaklings. Life is very unfair for an entrepreneur;  
I would say, Choose Partners Wisely. It is important for the 
entrepreneur to build people's trust. I am very lucky to have 
Vaibhav as a partner who is amazing. He is my friend since 
the first day of college and we have deep trust in each other. 

It’s a foundation that helps us to struggle and get out of any 
situation. We rely on each other. My big entrepreneur lesson 
is 'It's imperative that a business must have good partners 
or friends and to choose them wisely.'  

 How should one manage creativity and  
finance together?  

The nature of creativity is such that it allows us to think 
laterally but a lot of the financial world operates lineraly. 
While in finance, one has to keep things linear like follow-ups, 
earnings, balancesheets, spread the expenses evenly, be wise 
about the future, Creativity is about thinking out of the box, 
doing radical things. It appears like they don’t sit together. 
However, I must say that as soon as you can, get yourself 
into the Financial Discipline means, pay your taxes, hire 
a Chartered Accountant, pay yourself a salary, log in your 
expenses etc. These things are easier if started in the begining 
itself when the size of the firm is smaller and easily manageble.  

 Tell us about the name 'Anagram' and the 
partnership with Vaibhav.

First, we became a friend because we used to hang out a 
lot and do theater together. Vaibhav still does theatre. The  
friendship blossomed because most of the time we were 
usually out of schedule on our submissions of college. We 
started doing group work together and realized we gel really 
well for work. After that, it became a typical bootstrap. We 
used to operate from our 'Living Room' attached to one 
bedroom which is in southwest Delhi. Slowly we became 
bigger. In 2004, we established the firm. 

Surfaces Reporter
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The real story of the name 'Anagram' is that we were 
searching for a name starting with letter A so that we would 
be at a top of any list. Suddenly I said Anagram but even 
I didn’t understand what it meant at that time. But we 
like how it sounded so we decided to keep it and the rest 
is history. It’s important to say that this is a story because 
‘Anagram' means a different meaning of how you put it 
together or how you do not. It offers you a context. Hence 
our USP is that we never repeat our projects. It is never the 
same. We always try to give fresh.  

 Your views on the arts and creativity  
for collaboration.

Architecture is a domain incomplete without creativity. As 
a practitioner, my knowledge will never be complete. I look 
at this in a very optimistic way as it helps me in a mental 
position to collaborate. If I will be honest with myself then 
I will know the gaps in my knowledge and therefore, I see 
where and who can fulfill these gaps. It is very important 
to understand because the person who meets you as a 
sub-consultant where you are treating him like a peer 
because it is equally important in terms of sustainability. 
Arts in architecture is a process and we do architecture and 
Interior by going beyond sometimes.  I have a lot of things 
in my mind but many ideas construct very suddenly. The 
ability to listen is very crucial and you can only listen if 
you know that someone is also contributing. If we already 
have something in our mind then we can never be a good 
listener. We looked at it differently and it is a fact that we are 
dependent on other people.  
 
 

 Why do we have to look at 100 years back  
or 500 years back to find good Indian architecture?  
Why not now?

The way architecture is taught in practice and the kind of 
buildings being buit are already in the process of being 

100-year-old as this Modernist style is in use (albeit some 
periodical changes) for at least a hundred year. I have an 
understanding that the idea of building in any culture goes back 
thousands of years. As an architect, we are not great historian, 
we are a good storyteller who tell people that this is how their 
building will look like. Even Conservation Architects are 
conserving for the future. So, the philosophical answer is that 
it doesn't matter whether you are a futuristic architect talking 
about how we will live hundred years from now on or you are 
a nostalgic architect who feels that things were much simpler 
in the past. We must roll back the time. The idea is, we all are 
motivated to create better architecture, better human habitat 
and better impact on the planet.  

 Your message for young practicing architects  
and designers.

The nature of practice is full of unpredictability. It acts as the 
light source for good design. Uncertainty always gives good 
design but require so much ability to handle the humility 
because you can never be sure so, my message is, ‘The 
requirement of design to step out and try to be creative always. 
Learn from your past experiences and always keep learning.' 
 

 My message for Surfaces Reporter:

I must congratulate you because Surfaces Reporter and the 
events that it holds are picking up the most crucial subject 
matter. The gender divide that one sees in architecture is one of 
the biggest places where the change can occur. It has nothing to 
do with the building; it has got to do with how we see ourselves 
as a representative of the demographics of the society. This is 
the biggest thing I can talk about the Surfaces Reporter about 
its commitment towards the question of gender as no one likes 
to talk about it. The other thing is the sense of positivity. No 
matter, if there are difficult times or situations, you people keep 
connecting as you also believe that ideas too change over time. 
For me, these are the hallmarks of SR publication and I look 
forward to it. 

  I-ME-MYSELF
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Artrovert is the project to design a studio in 
a peri-urban artists' colony, Kaladham, in 
Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh. The 280 sqm. 
studio is built on a 300 sqm trapezoidal plot 
which is one of 216 arranged in an octagonal 
grid. The client-collaborator is a multimedia 

artist whose politically charged works interrogate binaries, 
challenge representation and explore the anti-aesthetic. 
Equally unconventionally, her vision for her studio was not 
the typical introverted artist’s “cave” but rather an extroverted 
residency where the creation of art and the living of the artist 
are shared with her precinct. 

Programme

The studio required accessible, large volume workspaces 
that would invite an immersive experience of art and yet be 
rugged enough to withstand its production. A mezzanine 
study overlooking the studio provides a vantage point to 
view as well as to reflect. The top floor is designed as a two 
room residence for artists for short duration stay while a 

Notable Projects by aNagram 
architects, New Delhi 

arTroVerT
Conversations in Grey

Project: artrovert: conversations in grey
Location: greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh, india
Client: anita Dube
architect: anagram architects
Design Team: Vaibhav Dimri, madhav raman
Site area: 300 sq.mt
Project area: 280 sqm
Initiation of Project: jan 2013
Completion of Project: sep 2016
Photo Credit: suryan//Dang

Surfaces Reporter
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small ground floor residence at the back houses studio helpers. 
While a private garden is planned at the back as a spill-out 
for the helpers, a sloping, faceted front lawn is opened up 
for theatre-style public screenings and talks. The rooftop 
residence is arranged around a generous terrace. 

Form anD maTerIaLITy

The form articulates the creation of space as an unraveling 
rather than as a construction, revealing as much as concealing. 
Two materially contrasting yet filial bands (of distressed 
concrete and ceramic mosaic) loop and coil forming the various 
spaces of the program across multiple levels. These are book-
ended on one side by the neighbour’s wall and with a grey 
steel armature on the other. The armature itself is designed 
to act simultaneously as a gallery, working scaffolding and 
circulation space as well as to provide views of the exhibits 
within from different heights. The panels are detailed to 
swivel so that the finished art on them may be turn outwards 
and shared publicly. This also creates the possibility of an 
externally created mural being turned inward for viewing as a 
composition of individual panels and multiple permutations 
of such arrangements. Tall and narrow interstices are glazed 
against the outside while vertical slits cut through the 
internal volumes. Thus the design hopes to offer multiple views 
and varying perspectives through a multilevel space formed as a 
conversation between binaries. 

  I-ME-MYSELF
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PerFormanCe

Passive thermal performance is at the heart of the architecture. 
The slits within the tall volumes vent air heated through thermal 
stacking while the massive floors and walls shade against 
solar heat gain during the warmest time of the summer day. 
The low slung winter sun however penetrates the south-west 
facing studio warming the workspaces and rooftop terrace. The 
swivelling panels act as louvres that let in the easterly monsoon 
breeze decreasing internal hum.

Two materially contrasting yet 
filial bands (of distressed concrete 
and ceramic mosaic) loop and coil 
forming the various spaces of the 
program across multiple levels. 

These are book-ended on one side 
by the neighbour’s wall and with a 
grey steel armature on the other. 
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THe ProJeCT
SAHRDC's office is located in a tight 
plotted site in south Delhi. With only  
50 sqm. plot area, the brief was to 
generate maximum usable area  
within a limited budget.

THe BaCKgroUnD
The porous and playful external facade is 
designed to provide a degree of acoustic 
and visual privacy from the street activity 
while intimately engaging the street corner. 

Simultaneously it ensures that the bugger 
bay is well ventilated and yet shaded so as 
to reduce the amount of heat transmitted 
to the workspace. A 6-brick module laid 
in staggered courses created twirling 
vertical stacks and an undulating surface. 
The construction of the screen wall was a 
result of a 5-week process of innovating 
masonry techniques on site. From 
verification of plumbness to the structural 
bonding of the brick courses, methods of 
brick laying were devised through a deep 
on-site collaboration between the masons 
and the architects.

offiCes for the 
south asian 
HUman rIgHTS 
DoCUmenTaTIon 
CenTre

  I-ME-MYSELF
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FaCT FILe
Location: New Delhi, india
Structure: trabeated structure in concrete  
(cast in situ) and exposed brick masonry
extrior Finishes: exposed brick masonry, brick  
tiles, exposed stone masonry, stone tiles,  
handmade ceramic tiles.
Interior Finishes: cement Plaster, exposed brick 
masonry, brick tiles, cement mosaic Flooring.   
Design Team: Vaibhav Dimri and madhav raman
Client: south asian human rights  
Documentation centre.
Site area: 50 sqm.
Covered area: 172 sqm.
Construction Period: october 2004 -july 2005 
Cost of Construction: iNr 2100000/-  
(rupees twenty one lakh only)

THe reSPonSe/ DeSIgn TraCKS/  
SIgnIFICanT FeaTUreS
The animated wall acts as a dynamic skin with changing 
characteristics reaction to prevalent light conditions. 
During the day speckled shadows form on the internal 
staircase and at night the edifice creates a similar light 
pattern on the external street. Clean, robust detailing 
along with the exposed brick construction kept 
construction costs low and ensured that long term costs 
were minimized as well. To maximize the efficiency of the 
floor plate the staircase and toilet stack are situated at the 
edge of the building. These non-airconditioned area on 
the west side act as a buffer to reduce solar thermal gain. 
To eliminate false ceiling costs, the slab is cast as a vault to 
avoid beams crossing the office space. With brick cladding 
on the ceiling and insulating infull, the slab provides 
acoustic and thermal insulation.

     From verification of plumbness 
to the structural bonding of the 
brick courses, methods of brick 
laying were devised through a deep 
on-site collaboration between the 
masons and the architects.

  I-ME-MYSELF
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The clients for this northwest facing 
residence, in Delhi, are members of 
3 generation joint family. Built on a 
narrow 326 sqm plot, their home faces a 
busy city road in a dense precinct.  

The design reconciles the acute lack of visual 
privacy on the site with their desire for an open, 
light-filled and convivial home that brings 
together their family and their friends.

Cleft House

FaCT FILe

Project: cleft house | Location: New Delhi, india

architect: anagram architects

Design Team: Vaibhav Dimri, madhav raman, Vineet Dhall

Site area: 3512 sqft

Project area: 14425 sqft

Civil Contractors: adhunik infrastructures

Structural engineers: arohi consultants

other Consultants: electrical electropower

Plumbing consultant- Dsr eNgiNeeriNg serVices

PlUmbiNg – rN sahoo & sons

Site Supervision: anagram architects

model-maker: inhouse

Initiation of Project: November 2015

Completion of Project: october 2018

Photo Credit: andré jeanpierre Fanthome, suryan//Dang

The comprehensive coverage of the project can be viewed at 
https://www.surfacesreporter.com/articles/72155/cleft- 
house-by-anagram-architect-delhi
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In the Kochi-muziris biennale 
(Kmb) 2018, the largest 
contemporary art festival in 
Asia, the curator Anita Dube 
commissioned Anagram Architects 
to design the Biennale Pavilion. In 

earlier editions, the Pavilion had served 
essentially as an auditorium for cinematic 
and stage performances. This year the 
curatorial brief envisioned a more intensive 
and inclusive programmatic use, of both 
the structure and the campus. This included 
workshops, lectures, social performances, 
conferences and book launches.  Further, 
the pavilion kept its media and connectivity 
open for public use between scheduled 
programming. Other than the Pavilion, 
this time the campus housed two eateries, a 
children’s art space, an ATM, public toilets 
and an organic waste recycling plant. 

FaCT FILe
Project: KooDaaram: the Kochi-muziris  
biennale 2018-19 Pavilion
Client name: Kochi biennale Foundation
Location: cabral yard, Fort Kochi, Kerala
architect: anagram architects
Design Team: madhav raman, Vaibhav  
Dimri, Khyati Kohli, abhishek semwal, Narkant Negi.
Site area: 5,000 sqm | Pavilion: 760 sqm
material: steel, bamboo, composite cement board panel,  
cement pavers and Polycarbonate sheet.
Programming and Curation: aNita DUbe |
Structural Design: b l maNjUNath 
Furniture Design: stUDio wooD
Initiation of Project: september 2017
Completion of Project: December 2018
Photo Credit: suryan//Dang

KooDaaram

The comprehensive coverage of the project can be viewed at https://www.surfacesreporter.
com/articles/72183/anagram-architects-built-this-pavilion-in-a-record-time-of-two-
months-koodaaram-kochi-muziris-biennale-kmb
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sammaan
oVerVIeW
Project Sammaan is an urban infrastructure project that seeks to 
develop a sustainable improved sanitation model for urban slums 
that can be scaled up and replicated in a larger number of cities 
across the world. The project was driven by a consortium that 
consists of the bhubaneshwar municipal Corporation (bmC), The 
bill & melinda Gates Foundation (bmGF), the Jameel Poverty 
Action Lab, & Quicksand Design Studio. Bhubaneswar & Cuttack 
are the pilot cities selected to implement this project in India from 
amongst several other cities where the research was conducted.  

SCaLe
87 sanitation facilities were built in bhubaneswar between 2012-
2013 under Project Sammaan. Both community toilets in slums 
and public toilets in public spaces are constructed. 60,000 + people 
in Bhubaneswar & Cuttack are expected to directly benefit from this. 

HoW Sammaan IS DIFFerenT
Unique collaboration between various agencies working together 
with the BMC in implementation. Toilets bring together user-
centered innovation in architecture, business and operating models. 
Design and implementation of sustainable models for Operations 
and Maintenance. The mandate of the project goes beyond just 
construction of toilets but extends to research that aims to reduce 
open defecation. Support policy decisions around sanitation  
for urban slums in India through evidence.  
 
DeSIgn
Facilities designed to be more open with more natural light, with 
provisions for larger stalls for defecation, bathing and clothes 
washing, besides specially designed disabled friendly stalls. Water 
supply and sewage service provisioning in all toilet facilities along 
with facility level professional branding system.  

The comprehensive coverage of the project can be viewed at https://www.surfacesreporter.com/
articles/72186/sammaan-a-sustainable-improved-sanitation-model-for-urban-slums-bmc-bmgf-jpal-qds
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SR BRand BUZZ

PReSident & CeO- inteRnatiOnal BUSineSS, WelSPUn FlOORing

Welspun Group is a US$ 2.1 billion company. With a 
strong foothold in more than 50 countries, it has created 
a wide range of products for the bed and bath category.
With a state of the art manufacturing facility spread over 
300 acres and an investment of more than Rs 1150cr, 
the group has forayed into flooring business. Mukesh 
Savalani had been a part of Welspun family for more 
than 15 years, spearheading various divisions personally 
in Welspun group throughout his career.

Mukesh has strong Corporate Social Values and has led 
multiple social initiatives in Education, Environment and 
Health Empowerment. He has also played a pivotal role 
in Welspun India as well becoming the largest home 
textiles company globally over the years. He spoke with 
Vertica Dvivedi, Editor-in-Chief, SURFACES REPORTER 
about his journey, working and future plans.  

Mukesh Savlani  
President & CEO- International Business,  

Welspun Flooring Ltd

Mukesh savlani
SuRfaceS RepoRteR in conveRSation with 

  Take us through your journey. 
It all goes back to 2001. I am a textile engineer. My family has 
been in the textile business since a very long time. When I 
finished my engineering, Welspun was a growing company in 
the textile business. After I finished my engineering, I have to 
literally  fight with my dad to allow me to work somewhere else 
for at least 6 months. I came to Bombay looking for any good 
opportunity. I had very specific things in my mind because I 
wanted to learn about business. I am from Ichelkeranji which 
is a small textile town near Kolhapur. So I knew well about 
manufacturing, raw materials etc., as I was working with my 
dad in my spare time. But I wanted to learn about the business 
so instead of picking up any opportunity in campus interview, I 
came to Bombay without any contact, looking for opportunities. 
I was lucky that Welspun happened at the right time and since 
then there was no looking back. 

When I left textiles we were a billion-dollar company from 
600 crores to 6500 crores. After 15 years of the journey, we 
grew almost 15 times. 

 Why this Shift from textiles to Flooring?
When I was in sales, there were almost 80 people working in 
my team and the age of any team in Welspun is around ten 
years. Welspun has a knack where people stay longer. It’s not the 
company where you would go and relax because there is a lot of 
energy in the environment like I said we grew 15 times in last 
15 years. It creates an energy in you so that you want to grow in 
your life. 

After 14 years of sales, when I expressed that I wanted to 
grow, add value to my portfolio and shape my career and grow 
holistically rather than just being a business leader, the flooring 
opportunity came. This was an unventured field for us. Welspun 
had businesses spanning from textiles, pipes and infrastructure 
but never flooring. But we saw the opportunity and went for 
it. I was entrusted with the conceptualization the business, 
setting up the factory and heading it. It has been almost 3 
and a half year since I have started working on this project. 
Today we have realised one of our dreams of being one of the 
best manufacturing facilities in the flooring market. The next 
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We use 40 per cent less material in carpet 
tiles with a new technology that reduce the thickness 

without  affecting the strength of the carpet.

step now is to become a preferred choice for Indian as well as 
International customers. 

 Tell us about the research behind Welspun Flooring?
While we have moved ahead in the new build work, the flooring 
stays the same for years. I spoke to almost 1000 consumers in 
multiple cities in order to understand what they go through 
while renovating or building their house. I also have my 
experience of building my house where while contractors would 
commit to complete the work in two months and couldn’t 
complete even after six months before I literally kicked them 
out. There was no end to the work. That’s where we knew that 
we wanted to make this process convenient for our customers. 

  What is the status of Welspun Flooring  
post COVID-19 Lockdown?
It has been wonderful. We have already reached the  
Pre COVID sales figures.  

  What kind of acceptance is Welspun getting? Which 
regions are performing better?
Right now 85% of our installations are being done in less than 
a day. Hyderabad and Bangalore market were early adopter for 
us. Bombay and Delhi markets are also performing very well 
and Southern and Western region are doing much better as 
compared to the Eastern and Northern markets.  

  What have been your product and  
market strategies post-COVID?
We not only looked at manufacturing side, but also make 
sure that our entire supply chain right from the vendor to the 
dealers are COVID safe. For instance, few architects mentioned 
that it would be great if you can ship a pack of sanitiser along 
with every sample you send. So, we developed COVID safe 
packaging which can be removed and thrown away revealing 
a brand new package. One doesn't need to store it for 2 days to 
ensure it is safe. 

On the consumer side, we have developed a touchless 
installation. To our surprise, the demand and likeness for the 
Welspun products went up during COVID. We are the only 
brand who is installing in less than a day that’s within 8 hours. 
We make sure about the safety of consumers as well. 

  What is better Project or Retail? Please  
reply in terms of Welspun performance. 
It is almost 60:40 at the moment- 60 retail and 40 project. It will 
flip by the end of the year. We have around 600 dealer outlets 
across India currently, which by end of financial year expected 
to rise to 1200. We are mostly concentrating on the top 40 cities 
of the country.  We are present almost every part of thr country 
from Delhi to Kolkata, Nagaland etc. We have trained about 
2000 installers already. These are not on the payroles of the 
company but if somebody wanted company installers, there is 
an option available to them. We have about 50 installers from 
the company. By the end of this financial year, we will have 300 
installers of the company. 

  Tell us about the Anti viral carpets from Welspun?
Essentially, these carpets kills COVID-19 Virus presnt on its 
surfaces within two hours. For this, we have partnered with a 
Swiss based company. The technology destroys the outer lipid 
layer of the virus so it wouldn't last anymore. The success rate 
of the project is 99.9%. Welspun is the only carpet flooring 
company in the world to have launched such product.

  How digital technology can prove useful in  
flooring selection?
Now we are looking for the ways to ensure that the customer 
do not have to leave the house in order to choose the flooring. 
Today you can design your home from our website. We send 
the sales guy with physical pieces to your place so that you 
can make your selection from the comfort of your place. The 
sales person also will come in full body gear (safety equip-
ments) to ensure maximum safety. 
Also, we have an Augmented Reality App so that you can 
visualize our flooring in your home environment. You can 
easily swipe through the choices by using the app and make 
the best selection. 
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Welspun Anti-Viral 
Carpets kill COVID-19 
Virus presnt on its 
surfaces within two 
hours. For this, we 
have partnered with a 
Swiss based company. 
The technology 
destroys the outer 
lipid layer of the virus 
so it wouldn't last 
anymore. The success 
rate of the project is 
99.9%. Welspun is the 
only carpet flooring 
company in the world 
to have launched  
such product.

 What is the vision of Welspun flooring?
Being an export player, it feels great when 'Made in India' 
flooring is being sold in countries like the USA and UK. 
Today every 3rd and 5th Towels being sold in UK and the 
USA respectively are Welspun. Same goes with the sheets in 
bathroom. We are on to the same journey for flooring as well.

 How Welspun selects new business ideas?
Welspun has never been a 'Me too' player. We always strive 
to become a leader in every business we venture into or at 
least be amongst the Top 5 in the world. We only see such 
vision while getting into any business otherwise we stay 
away from it. 

  What are the benefits of Welspun Flooring?
As the tiles stick to each other, there is no need for grouting. 
Hence the flooring is practically seamless. If you lay a marble 
design with Welspun tiles, the entire floor will feel like one 
marble. Also, just like the application, the flooring can be 
changed in a day also. It's like the furniture; you can take it 
with you. The flooring thickness is only 4 mm as compared to 
the 6-8 mm thickness of vitrified tiles. But we have polymer 
in our flooring to make it stronger like a 8-12 mm flooring. 

In case of any damage, the replacement is also very easy You 
can simply detach it for that particular tile and replace it 
with a new tile and install it again. The entire design of the 
business model is around consumer convenience. 

We are able to offer multiple designs and textures including 
wooden, marble, granite etc. We are also able to offer fabric, 
leather and Moroccan tiles textures. In our case, wooden 
flooring is 100% waterproof. In fact, in case your roof floods, 
you unistall our flooring dry it up using hair dryer or so and 
reinstall it again. That's our guarantee.  While the flooring 
is completely DIY, you can also have our installers to install 
the flooring. 

With this technology, there are so many things that can be 
done. The wooden flooring which in starting to pick up is 
now going down because Indian climate doesn’t allow wood 
flooring to stay longer it became mouldy, difficult to clean. 
And most of the wooden flooring is not actually wooden 
flooring but it is cheaper venyl version from China. After 
sometime we start seeing bubbles on it. In our case, wooden 
flooring is 100% water-proof. We guarantee no bubble will 
come no matter what. On top of it, even if your room floods, 
you can uninstall the flooring, dry it up either on the terrace 
or use a hairdryer and install it again.

We also track the number of customers we are getting 
for renovation as compared to the newer construction. 
Around 90% of the flooring industry is for the newly built 
as compared to the 10% for the renovation as nobody wants 
to do the part flooring as it is a tedious job. For Welspun, we 
have made it to 45% renovation and 55% newly built. 
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Photo Courtesy: David Fennema, HMC Architects

The huge impact of COVID-19 pandemic has shaken  
the healthcare system worldwide, indicating the onset of visible and irrevocable changes 

to come. Despite the government’s support, public as well as private hospitals are fighting 
an uphill battle against this life-threatening coronavirus, while also facing the shortage of 

sufficient space and resources to treat COVID-19 patients.  Surfaces Reporter in an exclusive 
webinar spoke to experts and tried to understand their strategies to find solutions for  

the new needs & challenges, and way-outs post-COVID-19.  
To read the entire article, visit www.surfacesreporter.com

Major Shift in  
healthcare & hoSpital 

DeSign leD by coViD
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~ Dr DeepIka SInghal ~  
BOarD MeMBer, aCTIOn  

grOup Of hOSpITalS

~ Dr SauraBh lall ~ 
heaD Of hOSpITal OperaTIOnS 

MaX healThCare

~ ajay gupTa ~ 
eXeCuTIVe DIreCTOr 
kgD-arChITeCTure

~ harISh ManIan ~ 
CeO, MgM healThCare

“Technological 
innovations 

such as thermal 
imaging in healthcare, 

uV disinfection 
in healthcare and 
telemedicine will  

be adopted  
by people.”

“This is the time  
when home care 
services need to 

come in on a daily 
basis to keep advising 
patients to stay home 

and avail home to 
care services.”

~ ar ShaMIT ManChanDa ~ 
parTner 

ManChanDa aSSOCIaTeS

~ akhIl ganaTra ~ 
MD & healThCare leaD  

ClanCy glOBal

~ Mr parTha naTh ~  
Dy, general Manager 

greenply

Healthcare
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MD, Puranik Builders Pvt Ltd.

Realty Dialogue with 

Shailesh Puranik
Spearheading one of the leading real estate companies in the western  

Maharashtra region, Mr. Shailesh Puranik, MD, Puranik Builders Pvt Ltd is also a  
certified architect and a university rank holder in his final years of thesis. He has also 
been awarded as the ‘Best CEO of the year’ in 2015. In an upclose conversation with 
Vertica Dvivedi, Editor-in-Chief, Surfaces Reporter he talks about the perks of being  

an architect builder, realty business post COVID-19 and more.
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 What is the benefit of being an architect in the 
real estate business?

Being an architect definitely helps in real estate. It works 
as a catalyst as when you are developing a project, it is 
pertinent to envisage how it will look, the kind of TG it will 
attract etc. It’s basically a combination of both the aesthetic 
and the business sense which fortunately, I am able to  
bring together. 

For instance, while designing for masses or mid-class 
affordable housing, it is crucial to keep a check on your 
expenses so that your bottom line does not get impacted. 
Everyone is working on a wafer thin margin today. So I 
think everything together helps and then we, as a company, 
will be able to give a value for money product that they 
have not even thought about, but something they will 
definitely like. 

 Your Journey as an architect to a real  
estate professional.

My father is an architect and I used to go on the sites with 
him where I drew site plans, maps, etc. to pass my time. I 
always had a penchant for drawing. After talking to people 
on site, I realized that Architecture is my calling! The five 
years that I spent in JJ college was the most memorable 
part of my life. There is a different energy that old 
british architecture, huge spaces artistic, calm and quiet 
environment hold. I really enjoyed that time and it is an 
atmosphere which promotes creativity and promotes the 
new way of thinking.

 How did you learn management along  
with architecture?

Management is something that I learnt on the job. Of 
course architecture is a pretty vast subject and there are a 
number of subjects that were taught to us and management 
and project management was also one of them. When I 
started, we were doing a lot of small format projects and 
then suddenly took on a large size project. I learnt a lot of 
things during that project like building the department, 
managing salary packages, financial ratios, revenue 
calculations etc. 

After few years, I did plan to do MBA and enrolled into an 
online UK university course. However, a few months down 
the line, I realized that most of the knowledge being taught 
there was I already gathered from my 10-12 years into the 
business. So I left it. 

I keep myself updated with latest Harvard articles and 
latest mcKinsey articles and what is happening in the 
world around, what are the new developments in the way 
of doing business on leadership insights etc. 

 Your message for architects.

There are different phases in the life of an architect. If you are 
an architect, once you are starting to get a lot of jobs then you 
hire people under you. For this, you need to learn dynamics of 
managing people. When you start growing and become an 
organization,then your job as an architect lessens and your 
job as a leader becomes an important things. 

After every 5 to 10 years, you have to unlearn what you have 
learnt and learn new things. It’s an exciting journey where at 
each stage of life, you are learning something new and forget 
and unlearn what you learnt in the past and may be carry on the 
teachings on learning that you are gathered along the way. 

 Current situation in the real estate?

The labourers are back. Almost 70% have reached and slowly 
construction activities have started picking up. The short term 
challenges will remain but I think in the medium to long-term, 
we hope for recovery, we hope for a vaccine and we hope that 
the economy will bounce back and a better stimulus package 
from government will come. The most important thing today 
that we are looking for a stimulus package. The first base 
package was really nothing and nothing came to the share of 
real estate or some of the other industries. And I would expect 
that a demand stimulus would come from government in the 
inform of the GST break, in form of tax incentives, the way of 

‘No Money’ ‘No Worry’ offer 
by Puranik Builders

No EMI's or booking amount 
for 6months. Just pay stamp 

duty and the EMI’s for the 
next 6months and for some 

cases, upto a year’s EMI 
would be take care of, varying 

from project to project.
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local Maharashtra state government has given stamp duty 
incentive for a certain period similar thing we expect from our 
government also. We expect infra projects to start, we expect 
some stimulus to come in by way of some sort of deductions, 
certain tax breaks either direct tax or indirect taxes. So that's 
what we're looking forward to.

 How COVID-19 situation has impacted  
the business?

There are many positives. online meeting has started and 
the daily site visit traffics and the leads have been increasing 
every week. We are marking at least 50 to 60% increase in the 
number of site visits. Site conversion ratio has improved 
because earlier people used to come even if they are not 
interested or they are partly interested to your site. but 
now come only if they are really interested, they would 
come because they also want to avoid unnecessary travel 
and meeting new people. So the conversation visuals have 
really improved. So number of leads, number of bookings, 
everything has been seeing an upward trend. We just want 
stability in this for a period of one or two or three months and 
I think that we will see the economy bouncing back, the jobs 
coming back, the salaries being paid regularly and then you 
will see that reflect into all the important things. Again home 
is something everybody understood that it is your own secure 
private place where you can stay and even walk from there. So 
people would want to own their home instead of rendering, 

Puranik Builders- Tokyo Bay-Entrance View

We do a lot of barter  
deals with suppliers. In 

exchange for a construction 
or consultancy, we give 

them a retail space, a shop 
or an office. This way, it 

benefits both parties, they 
get business and in exchange 

their asset is also  
getting built. 
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people who had shifted to this idea that  I want to rent my 
house, everybody shifting to owning a house which is a 
good trend. People want to maybe stay in the faraway 
suburbs and work in the company which is located in 
the CbD or bKC of this kind of areas. so I think the 
shift towards owning a house will have changed and 
of course you will need houses with the slightly bigger a 
living room or office area in your house or maybe you can 
see I sent earlier also not a 2BHK but you will see a 2BHK 
office room also in your house. So these kinds of trends 
would emerge. 

 How has Puranik worked with Suppliers in 
these trying times

We do a lot of barter deals with our suppliers. So in 
exchange for a construction, or a consultancy, we give 
them a retail space, a shop or a flat, office. These are some 
of the things that have worked today which benefits both 
because they also get business and in exchange their asset 
is getting built. Then, you have schemes like a JV (joint 
venture) with a contractor where around 20-25% of the 
project is sold by him which supports his cash cycle also. 
So these are some of the things that’s working in the 
market today. Everybody is straining for liquidity in the 
market but everybody also wants to do business so that’s 
how everybody is trying to manage in current times. .

 Site visits and  
conversion ratios are 

improving. Number of leads, 
bookings, everything has 

been seeing an upward trend. 
We just want stability for few 

months and I think we will 
see the economy bouncing 

back and tne jobs  
coming back.

Puranik Builders-Tokyo Bay- Pool
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 Tell us about your offer of no  
money no worry?

The thing that is troubling the people most is the worry 
about EMI.  With this offer, we have made sure that people 
do not have to worry about the EMIs for the 6 months. We 
will also take care of your booking amount. You just have to 
pay amount to stamp duty. It varies from project to project. 
That is how this scheme works- no money, no worry.

 Tell us about the status of your  
ongoing projects?

There are many projects whose possessions are going on, 
some projects are new and some are going to be finished 
soon. Every project is in different phases and stages. There 
are projects which have elements of Tokyo and Japan where 
we created landscaped gardens. One project is based on 
Thane where we did something new - We have golden club 
membership there, as well there automated parking which 
means there will be no rush. If you attach the car on the lift 
then your car automatically come to you. There are many 
unique things that are there or you can say that some smart 
work has happened. For example, if you are not at home and 
someone rings the bell, you will get the notification on your 
phone and you can see the person at the door. We have a 
project in Lonavala, one project in Pune as well based on an 
Italian theme. Then we have a project which is of approx. 10 
acres, we call it a megacity which will have wifi throughout.

 What areas in Maharshtra are doing 
well in terms of real estate.

Thane and Pune are really doing well in the 
market and we are lucky that we are located in 
these 2 markets which are really performing well 
and one of the reasons why these markets are 
performing well is that not only we have a good 
inventory and a good demand but because it is a 
right price product. So you know where you will 
get a 40 Lakh rupee 1 BHK, Rs 50 lakh Rupee 1 
BHK in Thane or 70 to 90 lakh rupees 2 BHK or 
1.2 crore 2 BHK in the heart of Thane. This kind 
of value for money product is not you will get in 
most of the Mumbai, if you want to compare and 
that's why these two towns are doing well  
really today. 

 Can we expect any good news about 
Residential and Real Estate.

As the unlock is happening, more and more 
demand is increasing. People are booking very 
fast and with the government benefit that is 
coming in plus some of the other packages that 
are likely to further come, we see a surge in the 
demand. So I think the future of the real estate, 
residential homes looks good.

Puranik Builders- Tokyo Bay-Zen Garden
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 Tell us how do you think, how the situation 
will be with vaccine, without vaccine.

A vaccine or no vaccine, the way we do business, the 
way we live, the way we transact everything is going to 
change. everything has changed, its a new normal that 
we are all used to. It’s the new normal that not hundred 
percent of staff is sitting in my office. It’s only 30 percent 
but we're working well. We are collaborating well, we 
have two hours extra with us because of no traveling, 
devoting more time for your personal thing like if you 
want to do gym, for do your own yoga or something 
that's fine, extra time for yourself. You find extra time 
for your family and at the same time you are able to 
devote more productive hours in your house for your 
work related activities. We don't know when the vaccine 

Puranik Builders- Rumah Bali- Podium lanscape

will come or how effective it will be. Its just something that 
you have to take care of your own self, take care of your own 
health, you have to build your own immunity and you have 
to get adapted to a new way of doing business and only time 
will tell that how this pandemic pans out because I said it's 
completely uncertain and nobody will be able to tell you sure 
shot what is going to happen. 

 What is your Message for Surfaces  
Reporter Magazine.

I think you will go places and you will do very well in 
the digital space as well.  People are looking for quality 
content, messages, happenings around the world. The more 
information you are able to provide them, they get hooked 
on to magazine like yours. All the best to you!
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launches amulya mica imperial  
premium laminate catalogue 

Imperial Premium Laminate, the most exclusive range  
by Amulya Mica is launched by ace cricketer Harbhajan Singh in the presence 
of noted architects including Ar Prem Nath and Ar Karan Grover. The launch 

was a virtual event organized & executed by SURFACES REPORTER &  
PLY REPORTER Magazines that witnessed a huge viewership of  

thousands of people. An exclusive report!

Ace cricketer harbhajan singh
OnLine prOduct LAunch BY SurfAceS repOrter & pLY repOrter
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a virtual most awaited launch
Amulya Mica organized a virtual event on 20-Sep-2020 
in association with Surfaces reporter & Ply reporter for 
launching its new collection Imperial Premium Laminate 
(IPL) Catalogue. The event was inaugurated by mr rakesh 
Agarwal, ms Shailja Agarwal, mr Tarun Agarwal &  
mr Surendra Tharad by lighting lamp & Ganesh Vandana 
from their head office Gandhidham. 

In opening speech, MD Mr Rakesh Agarwal thanked all  
friends, associates, colleagues, architects, interior designers 
and their families, especially Mr Harbhajan Singh,  
Ar. Premnath & Ar Karan Grover who were present in the 
event which he considered ‘History in making’. Due to 
pandemic, the event was organized virtually. It was hugely 
successful, grand, widely reached and profusely attended.

imperial premium- an amalgamation  
of all premium amulya products
On Imperial Laminate Catalogue, Mr Agarwal informed  
that this collection is an amalgamation of Amulya Mica 
premium products like Synchronized Laminate, Seven 
Wonder & Exotic Veneer. Amulya Mica’s premium product 
1.25 mm range are loved by Architects & Interior Designers 
along with all channel partners. But browsing different 
folders of each range is a difficult task. After discussing with 
expert architects & interior designers along with much R&D 
by the sales team and management, Amulya was able to bring 
this Imperial Premium Laminate Catalogue where one can 
choose favourable design, colours & textures.  

imperial premium  
collection is an  

amalgamation 
of amulya mica’s  

premium products 
like synchronized  

laminate, seven wonder 
& exotic veneer.

Mr Rakesh Agarwal talking about Imperial Premium Collection 

Surfaces Reporter
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launched by ace cricketer  
harbhajan singh
Mr Harbhajan Singh, popularly known as Bhajji 
Pajji, a renowned Indian Cricketer launched the 
Imperial Premium Laminate Veneer Catalogue. 
He is fascinated by Amulya Mica collection. 
According to him, Imperial Premium laminate 
Collection is the most Innovative & finest1.25 mm 
range of Amulya Mica. Every Veneer Laminate is 
inspired by Natural Veneer and is an almost exact 
replacement of that veneer class. Further he stated 
that he is renovating his house in Jalandhar, and 
going to use this collection design in his house, 
particularly rustic Cherry design. Ms Shailja 
Agarwal, Marketing Director stated that Rustic 
Cherry is Limited Edition Design and Amulya Mica 
will produce only 3000 sheets and then will stop 
production of this design to make it as special & 
exclusive as our Bhajji Pajji. 

After launching Imperial Collection catalogue by 
Mr Harbhajan Singh, every Distributor of Amulya 
Mica across the country launched the catalogue from 
their outlet. It was a grand and eye catching event. 
ms Shailja had narrated the exclusive features/ USP 
of Imperial Collection like Edge Bending which 
Natural Veneer does not have, QR code for easy design 
recognition, UV coating , Extended Warranty from 
Seven year to 10 years & Anti-Bacterial features etc. 
During the event, a video differentiating Imperial 
Laminate from Natural veneer had shown. Quiz 
contest was arranged and three winners got Amazon 
gift vouchers worth Rs. 10000/- each. 

rustic cherry is  
a limited edition design 

and amulya mica will produce 
only 3000 sheets and then  

will stop production of  
this design.

Ar Karan Grover with Amulya Team launching the IPL Folder

Mr Rakesh Agarwal with Ms Shailja Agarwal

 SR Product Launch
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futuristic building concept  
by ar prem nath
Ar. Prem Nath had presented futuristic building concept tackling 
situation of Covid-19. He showed how it will now be mandatory 
that each office & house premises should have a healthy space 
with proper ventilation. He quoted: “BRING SUNLIGHT INTO 
HOUSE & CORONA OUT.” 

Further, there was a question & answer session by  
Shri S.K.Tharad, Sr. GM Marketing where some prominent 
distributor of Amulya Mica like mr Amit Poddar, Bangalore,  
mr Tapas Gupta, Jalandhar, mr Ankur maheshwari, Delhi,  
mr Gopal Agarwal, Kolkata, mr Deepak Patel, Raipur &  
mr Sanjay Jain, Jaipur participated. This session was also 
attended by ms madhurima Choudhary of Surfaces Reporter & 
mr rajiv Parashar of Ply Reporter. 

The event was attended by more than 18000 people across pan 
India. The event received magnificent response. Speaking on 
this occasion, Mr. Rakesh Agarwal said, “We are overwhelmed 
by the response that our Imperial Premium Laminate Collection 
launch got from the Industry and the End Customers.We feel very 
proud that Ar. Prem Nath & Ar. Karan Grover also graced the 
occasion. Both the names are an institution in themselves, highly 
respected by the architect fraternity and both are amongst the top 
ten architects of India”.

To know more about Imperial Premium Laminate Collection, 
Please visit www.amulyamica.com

the collection has 

features like edge bending, 

Qr code for easy design 

recognition, uv coating, 

warranty extended from 

seven year to 10 years & 

anti-bacterial features etc.

Surfaces Reporter
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When legends meet!
BV Doshi inDia & 

alVaro siza Portugal



The pandemic has changed our lives in unprecedented ways.  
While it has separated people physically through social distancing, it 
has also brought people closer virtually through video conferencing, 

zoom meetings and so on. We are able to communicate with each 
other in different countries sitting in the cosy corner of our homes in 

front of personal computers or a laptop. SURFACES REPORTER (SR) 
was delighted to interact with 2 Stalwarts, Pritzter Prize awardees, 

Legendary architects, BV Doshi and Alvaro Siza together in a special 
conversation organised in association with the Embassy of Portugal, 

curated by Rajendra Kumar, ably moderated by Nuno Grande, Rajeev 
Kathpalia and Vertica Dvivedi, Editor-in-Chief, SR.  

Presenting some excerpts from the special conversation  
between the legends and with the legends.  

 
For the sake of presenting undisturbed flow of the talks,  

we have tried to keep the language, words and construction of 
sentences as original as possible. You can also feel free to check out the 

SR webinar video by visiting the Facebook or YouTube pages 
of SURFACES REPORTER.
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“I would like to thank 
professor Siza for 

recommending me at the 
Aga Khan award. I finally 

got the Aga Khan award for 
the social housing among 
many other architects.”

 What kind of influence in architecture do we still 
see between the two countries India and Portugal 
considering our past history?

Alvaro Siza: While there is definitely some direct influence, 
I really believe that the influence today is in our minds more 
on the basis of our history. Today, influences come from 
everywhere, for a Portuguese or for an Indian. Doshi has a 
fantastic experience since he could work with Le Corbusier 
and Louis Kahn. He got the best of what was going on as they 
were also receiving influences from everywhere. Amazing 
influences! Everybody today has more easy communication 
than what we had in the past. Therefore, the influence is not 
specific from this or that. It comes from everywhere in a way 
that it becomes ourselves in the subconscious.

 Tell us about your early days of being an 
architect. Both you and Prof Doshi’s careers in 
the early stages are connected to designing social 
housings, teaching and a matter-of-fact designing 
a school of architecture where you taught. Did this 
involvement of learning for the under privileged 
and teaching architecture in the buildings designed 
by you, influence your way of thinking about 
architecture. 

Alvaro Siza: It was an important change for me 
because until then I had made only some small houses 
in the periphery, and nothing in the centre of the town. 
The program of Social Housing was organized after the 
Revolution of 1975. With the New Government, came the 
big transformation in Portugal. It was very complex process 
because of the transition from the old regime to a new 
situation. For the first time people knew where to live, those 
who were living in peripheries in very bad conditions, with 
our assistance, now they could speak about what they need 
and so on.Talking with people, having a direct contact with 
people, making their houses, as we worked with each family, 
was a great experience for me. The change was the direct 
contact. Because of this shift in Portugal, it got known as the 
Berlin in the 80s, to Holland. 

In continuation… (while reminiscing the social work done by 
BV Doshi) 

Alvaro Siza: I remember, once I was in the Aga khan 
foundation Jury and Doshi presented a wonderful work that I 
liked very much. It was a community housing with participation 
of people in the community and I recommended it for award. For 
years, I have also recommended Doshi for the Pritzker Prize. This 
year, I didn’t and he won (almost laughing). J

 There are similarities between the neighbourhoods 
you did in Ahmadabad and in Indore and what 
Siza was doing in Portugal housing at that time. 
You didn’t know each other but you somehow had 
similar approach towards social housing, which is 
quite interesting. How do you perceive the idea of 
a social participation and the social engagement of 
the architects with the inhabitants?

B V Doshi: When I got the opportunity to build this project 
in Indore, I decided to encourage people by providing them 
identity. I have observed these small houses and villages, if you 
can give an identity to them, then they will find the source. 
When I got the job, I made a model of 40 houses of different 
scales in the huge housing. One had only one toilet and a room 
and a kitchen tap and electricity, other one had one more 
room, the third one had another room and a staircase. The idea 
being that if one could make the demonstration of a couple of 
houses of how the houses can gradually grow then it is possible 
that they can get an idea and reinvent them. My idea was, 
architecture is not static.

In India, architecture constantly changes because the family 
structure changes, economy changes and ideas change. Over 
time, an idea of an original house changes and modifies 
almost like an Indian family, where it is growing, adjusting and 
modifying. So when I did these 60 model houses, they found 
out that there was a possibility to do something of what I had 
shown, something that they can add-on. And today, there are 
some 40,000 people living there and everybody has added to 
their house. The whole idea being that the architect is not the 
designer. The designer is the users who lives their lives there, and 
create what they want. 

The housing that is done in Indore has become a model 
because, not only they have added to the house but they 
have become prosperous. They are co-operative and their 
community spirit has increased. If you really want to get people 
develop communities, reputation, culture, the idea of finding 
their own resources, and to create what they want, I think, one 
needs to have participation. 

And what I tried to do in Indore was a participatory process by 
which you change the whole notion that ‘architecture is what an 
architect designs.’ The architecture is where people celebrate life 
and I think this is something I tried to do and I think that has 
been very successful.

~ B V Doshi ~
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 What do you think about social participation? 
You have been seen for a long time as an architect 
of participation, the idea that everything comes only 
with a contact with the inhabitants, that there is a role 
for the architect also in the process…

Alvaro Siza: Yes, there is a chance and also sometimes even 
confrontation but while speaking we can understand each 
other, when people really respect each other – the people 
and the architect. There was a big push to quickly begin the 
construction, so we proposed some types of housing and we 
presented and discussed with them. And from these talks 
with groups of sometimes 300 people came hard critics. Some 
wanted to live in high buildings as the architects lived. They 
would question why we proposed a different type of housing 
to them. We thought the main discussion would be the 
organization of the house, how the kitchen is related to the 
living and dining hall and things like that but quickly, it was 
a very intense process, the talks together with the movement, 
the situation in Portugal, the political situation, the discussion 
came to the town. So people understood that they cannot have 
all desired amenities in each of the small quarters and that they 
have to work together in small groups of social housing, which 
here we call islands. So they began discussing about the town 
and in that movement that way, the discussion was not only 
related to the architecture or the proposal, it was towards the 
organization of the town. The debate was the main structure, the 
elements to discuss the house to be developed in the process. So 
in the part of the architects there were two positions. We were 
an organization to work together but in a different position. 
Some thought that we should not make projects without a clear 
mental design made by the architects. Another group stood that 
we have to contribute immediately with our education and put it 
in discussion with the ideas of the different small communities 
there. That was the way I preferred. This program was through 
one and a half year, so all had to work in a very fast pace. 
The work was late recognised as good contribution for social 
housing in Portugal.  

B V Doshi: When we teach architecture in schools, education 
talks about an architect and the kind of design and function, 
services we should provide to our clients. But actually, I did 
some housings for Life Insurance Corporation, in which they 
have houses for 3 different policy holders one was for the 
economic section, it was only one room, with a bathroom and a 
kitchen, other one had 700 sqft, then another one had 1000 sqft 
and they said that is the housing that we have to provide. One 
of the things that I had observed was that everybody over time 
changes their economic conditions, they change their social 
status and they change their lifestyles and they change and 
make modifications into the places that they live. So I designed 
that housing in such a way that you do get all the people live 
together on different floors, that is one floor below has two 
bedrooms and other services, other floor has 1 bedroom and the 
top floor has no bedroom but a single living room. Idea being 
that each one would get some open space next to the house 
for a terrace, because the area of the top floor was smaller than 
the second and the ground. Over time everybody has added 
to those houses. They negotiated with the local people around, 
the neighbours and today it is one of the best community 
housing that happened because there was a possibility of 

I look at the plans I 
find that there is some 

kind of connection 
between the ground 
and the cosmos, so I 
was thinking, I may 

say something - while 
you are smoking, 

change, additions and as a result their economic situation has 
changed, their life has changed, their children have grown—it 
has become a community. So the idea is, could we really start 
talking about our sociology, lifestyle, changes, in the profession of 
architecture and not talk only of one typology of a housing and 
living etc. Whenever we talk about housing, we talk about people. 
While planning, we do not think that the building will change. 
People will modify them as per changing needs. Their status 
would modify. And I think these are the kind of issues that 
needs to be discussed.

Alvaro Siza: Yes I agree, absolutely. Here in Porto, I remember 
the period before the Revolution of 1976, in the universities 
there was much conflict. Also, in the school of architecture. 
In the programs being discussed and the new ideas about 
the curriculum being discussed, one was also the entrance of 
sociology in the school, of the study of the communities and 
social housings and the interviews – study of the design of the 
houses, how they were with furniture and so and talking with 
people and the living conditions. There was an attention which 
before never existed to the real town, real life and contact with 
this. And, therefore it was a great influence to the programs 
after the revolution. There was not just design, style but also the 
history became very important. History was a secondary thing. 
But now in this context it became one of the important things.

Social Housing in Bouça neighborhood designed by Ar Alvaro Siza
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 You have always limited the size of your studio, 
the atelier, so that you can directly be involved in 
the project. You started in an era where architects 
were the prime authors of the projects but in 
today’s world, there are specialists and experts. 
Do you believe the nature of the involvement of 
an architect has changed? And if so what are your 
thoughts on it?

Alvaro Siza: For me it’s a very disagreeable thing. One 
of the things that trouble me today is the tendency that 
everything is specialization. The direct relation between 
all the kind of activities becomes almost forbidden. And 
the tendency that is noticed in competitions is this. For 
example, if it’s a building, the candidate has to have made 
at least one house, if it’s a hospital, the candidate should 

have made at least one hospital and so on. I was put out of a 
candidature for a competition to build a hospital because I had 
not made any hospital. I was very angry with this and wrote a 
letter saying Alvar Aalto had also made no hospital before he 
made the Sanatorium, a masterpiece that still works. So I think, 
people who are obsessed with organisation of specialization 
are less prepared for any type of building because they do not 
understand the relations that exists between programs. 

The obligation today is every architect firm must have one 
specialist coordinator who can coordinate between the 
specialists. 

Architects must have specialisation but they should not be 
specialists because working with all the people in a project, 
be it engineers, historians, sociologists and everything and to 
make a whole of these very good contributions, he cannot be a 
specialist. He has to be someone with the possibility of dialogue 
and understanding of the items for each of the people in his 
team but very open so that the concentration can happen. 

The other aspect that I see of specialisation, I like very much are 
sculptures. And I still make some sculptures, drawings etc. But 
I feel that if I want to expose sculpture there is an issue because 
I am an architect, I am not a sculptor. I know we cannot be as 
Renaissance artists, dominating all fields of architecture, also 
sculptor, engineer, and so on, that’s impossible because the 
complexity and the amount of knowledge and information, 
it’s impossible to dominate this so we also need to be open to 
different contributions and to work with them.

BV Doshi to Alvaro Siza: I have a very different question 
for you. It’s not a question but it is a clarification for the 
admiration that I have for you. I have seen your book, many 
of the projects there, and the drawings and the plans, I have 
also seen your sketches that you have sent me very graciously, 
and I was wondering about the quality of the buildings that 
are there which you have built, how come they almost become 
ephemeral? They don’t have weight, they don’t feel like dead 
buildings, they look like flowers, they look like something 
that is intangible, light, open and I remember when I came 

“Architects must 
have specialisation 
but they should not 

be specialists.” 

~ALVARO SIZA ~

LIC Housing Project by Ar BV Doshi
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with the Pritzker jury long ago, you were smoking and when 
I looked at those drawings and the human figures, people that 
you draw, sitting on a table, hand drawing on a paper. You 
seem to remain so detached. Are you always doing this as if 
you are disconnected, it is something magical, fluid, which is 
ephemeral? Am I right in my observation?

Alvaro Siza: Yes, many times, I do this, I don’t know why 
I do, probably because I design on a table, sometimes in the 
streets also but mostly on the table. The first plan is my hand 
and it is almost impossible to avoid putting it. Also because 
probably, this idea of not liking isolation of things. When I 
make a building, there is an influence, sometimes an influence 
of contrast and in the context of my drawings, my hand, so I 
didn’t want to put it out, that is a supposition but infact I don’t 
know how I began doing this. One time, somebody proposed 
me an explanation, he said you are thinking of Italian architect 
Andrea Palladio, in his plan and many times I have seen in his 
drawings and sketches, he puts a small hand pointing what he 
wants us to notice. And he told me, you are making a copy of 
Palladio and so on. I did not know those drawings but it’s a 
great comparison so I am grateful.

BV Doshi to Alvaro Siza: When you are drawing and your 
own hand is drawn outside your body there is a detachment 
there, a spiritual contact, and not the function of a material 
contact. For a minute, perhaps, for a point you don’t exist and 
something happens to the drawing, to the lines, to the space 
and even to your buildings because your buildings appears 
to be extremely light and flowing. I have seen some of your 
buildings but when I look at the plans I find that there is some 
kind of connection between the ground and the cosmos, so I 
was thinking, I may say something - while you are smoking, 
you are looking at the smoke, the cloud of the smoke and 
new ideas come when you get detached and I think that is 
something which I admire about you. 

“The idea was to change 
the whole notion that 

‘architecture is what an 
architect designs.’ The 
architecture is where 

people celebrate life and 
I think this is something I 
tried to do in my projects 

and they have been 
successful.” 

~B V DOSHI ~

Expo’98 Portuguese National Pavilion by Ar Alvaro Siza
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Alvaro Siza to BV Doshi: (Smiling) You are a philosopher 
and a poet. So when you look at my drawings you transform 
in a way you make a poem, your poem about what we see 
in the drawing. When you see the landscape, you see a 
sculpture also. 

In your drawings of sculptures, I noticed it and I thought 
with more conviction that you too are one of those who 
need drawings to think fully and to get form. Even the hand 
movement, the lines that appear on paper to get a structural 
idea for a project!

BV Doshi to Alvaro Siza: I find that your buildings are alive. 
You are dealing with life in your creation. They are not 
objects. That’s what I found from your things…

Alvaro Siza: Its very beautiful. I don’t remember I must 
say. To think of that, I was not thinking, I was designing, 
concentrating in the relation between my mind and the 
earth so well described by Alvar Aalto when he speaks about 
drawing, the influence of drawing in our minds.

 Who were the people, heroes that you had 
when you started architecture, coming into the 
profession. Who were the ones you admired, seen 
their works or met them that influenced you?

Alvaro Siza: When I entered the school in 1949, there was 
a fight already by modernity with the position of the regime. 
You cannot imagine an architecture, something that never 
existed in Portugal. But speaking of fight for Modernity, 
there was one architect – Le Corbusier.

I knew nothing about architecture. The Director of the 
Professor of projects told me first time he looked at my 
drawings of a project in school, looking at this I can see that 
you have no idea of architecture, modern or old, nothing! 
Absolute ignorance! I met a critic and he was right. Even if 
I was not interested in architecture in the first year or so. He 
gave me an advice to go to a book shop and buy magazines on 
architecture and so I did. 

So there was Le Corbusier, Alvar Aalto and then this 
professor talked much about Bahaus so Gropius. The end 
of War led to more openness, more information, magazines 
from various countries Italy, France, even Japan and so 
on. I cannot talk about the preferred because there are 
many. Today ,when a student enters a school he has more 
information than what I had. So from a fixation with 
Corbusier, I passed. A very important Brazilian Architect 
arrived with a book of Brazilian architecture, I saw all these 
and then someone brought more news from North Europe, 
England, so more information, then came the story of all 
human beings, fabrication of Egypt, India, Japan and so as 
arrived many good books. Then we lost the fixation of things 
and we had materials for project much more, and then this 
special sync of the subconscious, that helps in the process of 
our minds without a dollar.

 Architect SIza said, for him the discovery of 
Alvar Aalto was somehow a way to escape from the 
influence of Le Corbusier. In your case, may I ask 

““Becoming a child 
is important because 
architecture without 

the pleasure and joy is a 
horrible activity.” 

~ALVARO SIZA ~

you, the discovery of Louis Kahn was also an escape 
for you from the influence of Le Corbusier in the early 
years of your formation. How would you somehow 
compare their influence in your life and in your work?

B V Doshi: I was teaching at the University of Pennsylvania 
in the 1960s and that is the time I met Louis Kahn. A few years 
before that Corbusier had done the Museum and three houses in 
Ahmedabad. So Louis Kahn was very much interested and when 
he started talking about Corbusier, I used to tell him that this 
is the way it is done so we became good friends and we started 
talking about Corbusier and India etc. Then, when I was offered 
to do the job of a big institute but I thought best would be to get 
Kahn to work in India in Ahmedabad. I suggested that to Kahn. 

I had joined Corbusier as an assistant, a trainee. Over the 4 
years that I worked with him, I learnt from him about the 
drawings because we were doing buildings in Ahmedabad. He 
would allow me to do the drawing with a little sketch and then 
gradually would sit on my table and teach me how to really 
look at the plan and the drawing. But the way, he drew, he was 
actually talking about life in Ahmedabad, life in India. He was 
talking about trees, gardens, and space, sunlight and shadows. 
So the description, actually drawing and putting it together in a 
section using charcoal and then erasing it very quickly I think 
those things to me were very important. 

When I met Kahn, he was also using the tracing paper and 
other things but the point was that really architecture is not just 
building but it is actually a living thing, in terms of space, life, 
fluidity, air. Actually, the Indian architectures’ greatest strength 
is porosity and Corbusier was very much fascinated by that, 
for example in the drawing that we would draw you were not 
supposed to draw any doors, the door which is open halfway, the 
line and the arch. It is supposed to show spaces. So the first thing 
was how one recognises the space. How does one recognise the 
kind of volume, and then how does one recognise the sun and 
the shadows? So all those things to me became very important 
and they were also important for Louis Kahn at the time. 
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This is really what was there, it was never a finite drawing and 
that is what I like most about professor Siza’s drawings. The 
drawings are there but they don’t connect, they are open ended 
and loose. You almost fill and feel life into them and I think that 
life is what fascinates me about his works. The sections and the 
plant which happened when they come to the ground actually, 
the earth and the building, the building just sits very lightly as if 
a bird is sitting on the land. And I think that is something which 
I was fascinated. There is something to do with the spiritual 
quality of not touching the paper, you don’t want to hurt things, 
I don’t know whether I am right.

Alvaro Siza: The days of work, and also the hours of our 
work, in training, the sketching, that is something very bleak. 
I like to work, I experiment a lot even without knowing the 
problems deeply. I begin making sketches, with the present 
knowledge of the landscapes, the buildings and whatever I 
have. The building can fly. For me the architecture is more than 
the ability to see, concentrate and work, or the hours of work. 
Sometimes I begin before going to the sites. It is something very 
important for architects, the capacity of seeing, not looking but 
seeing…, I see that in the great masters, I also see that in great 
photographers. Photographers have the capacity of discovering 
the fundamentals of a landscape or a face. So you can actually 
sink into the layers and bring something out of it. 

For instance, I was in India, I made 4 sketchbooks of drawings 
in the streets because it was a festival, so many things happened. 
I remember in Mumbai. Life is so intense that even though 
I was not prepared, I had to begin with papers and things. I 
make sketches not only to study a building but when I go to a 

site I like, I cannot resist. The most irresistible town for that is 
Rome, because in Rome, you go to a street and start drawing, 
several people are doing that and no one will bother you. In 
some towns, it is difficult since a lot of people will come and 
ask you what you are doing, why you are doing. And in India 
too, nobody came to see what I was drawing because they have 
much to do, to live.

 Professor Doshi in a phrase said – I am free 
because I am a child. I also find this in Alvaro Siza’s 
way of working, not only his drawings, but also the 
way he tends to risk and experiment as if he is a 
child. I once wrote that he is the youngest Portuguese 
architect and I also say that Professor Doshi is the 
Youngest Indian Architect, in a way that you feel that 
this childhood that you have in your being is still 
somehow commanding this realm of discovering of 
taking risks. Do you accept this reading from me?

B V Doshi: I believe one gradually over time gets prejudiced as 
he adds layers of knowledge to his mind and to his sensibility. 
But a child doesn’t have any baggage. The child thinks, as if 
for the first time. He doesn’t have fear and he think from the 
heart so when you want to think fresh, you should be blank. 
You should have nothing in your mind as if for the first time. 
And that is why I think, to become a child or remain a child is 
thinking fresh, thinking without any prejudices.

Alvaro Siza: I feel one thing that is fundamental in our 
activities as architects is “Joy”. We get joy making architecture, 

Aranya Low cost housing by Ar BV Doshi
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as painters get joy in making paintings and so and so forth. 
Becoming a child is important because architecture without the 
pleasure and joy is a horrible activity. So we also need to get 
pleasure from it. Which today is becoming hard and difficult 
and one of the great fights architects must have today, especially 
young ones are fighting for pleasure, the pleasure for excellence. 

 How will the Pandemic change the social housing?

BV Doshi: We all are in lockdown and we are supposed to 
be inside their homes. So the whole idea is if you are going to 
be enclosed into an enclosed space, is it possible to find little 
corners where we can create some gardens. You can create a 
small garden with flowers and a bird can come and sit. I think 
those things we have forgotten as Architects. We only do, we 
create rooms which are completely enclosed with one window 
or one opening. The ideal thing should be that it should become 
a woven thing with open spaces in between so that you do 
get clusters of open spaces from where you can look get the 
sky. You can put a portable garden, the Japanese people have 
Bonsais, little gardens they put inside homes. Those things are 
very necessary and in Indian climate it is very good to look at 
sunlight. You can look at other things we look forward to but we 
never think about air and light and some opportunity to look 
into the sky or feel the rain water.

 How can architects help the humanity to recover 
from the effects of pandemic in relation to the built 
environment? 

Alvaro Siza: For few months, I was isolated in my house, and 
it was bad, very bad. It was a constant fight to keep interest 
in something, it was asphyxiating, and many times I thought 
how can it be with people who are living in very bad living 
situations? Not only the impossibility of isolating because in 
the families living in very small apartments without very good 
conditions, as it happens to many people. Many people said 
that this has a positive effect of opening the eyes of people. 
Humanity cannot live as we live today and the disasters and 
difficulties are coming quickly with climate and everything so 
its offers an opportunity to stop, think and welcome a big total 
change in our minds and in our activities but I suspect it will 
not happen. For many I suspect it is just a reaction affected by 
fear of the situation and when it passes, we all go back to same 
thing. This thing will be forgotten for many. And some others, 
a minority will go on fighting for a change without finding the 
support that they want in many aspects such as problems of the 
climate, the inequalities.

BV Doshi: As this pandemic happened, now we are talking 
about networking, as a result we find that in all the schools, 
children are studying from home, same in the offices. So 

The Leça Swimming Pool by Ar Alvaro Siza
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gradually we are trying to isolate ourselves even more and 
more because of the content that is happening. But if you look 
at electronics, the technological revolution, let us look at it in 
the reverse way. Today, because of the home deliveries, you 
get connected to ordering things from outside, so you don’t 
even move out of the house, so there is a greater isolation, 
much greater isolation. But suppose that you thought about 
community, as something as an entity like the old settlement, 
like the old times, there were communities. The communities 
were socially, culturally, economically and emotionally inter-
dependent and they were really working together. So if we 
can now think about the land use in a different way, and if 
the community owns the lands, create those parcels and not 
only that but they are shareholders in this as they do different 
activities, they would take part in their own activities. And 
if we do that 2-3 things could happen. The land use would 
become better, the relationship will change, planning would 
have a different advantage, and what we would get is something 
by which each will have a little bit of land, a little bit of open 
space etc. But you share that, you share the value of the land. 
Today land belongs to no one almost and the used parcels are 
not owned by anybody, they remain empty. So if someone was 
really thinking differently and planned differently, we would 
have a plan where every house could have small courtyards, but 
sharing together and then, there will be large parcels of land 
where we can share it in a different way. This is really what I 
call community of productive culture. We are not talking about 
culture anymore and culture is of value, culture has no market 
but that is what life is about.

 Professor Doshi said Architecture is not what 
architect designs but it is when which people 
celebrate lives. When you designed those social 
neighbourhoods were you already expecting that it 
would be modified and be largely occupied? When you 
designed, did you already give them space that can be changed?

BV Doshi: When I designed, yes I knew that they would be 
modified both internally and externally. I think when ownership 
comes, convenience is adjusted, added on, modified, so that 
is how they were made and today they all are there but the 
advantages has been that because they were close by, and they 
all were simultaneously adjusting, the communities were getting 
connected. Because everybody then has a stake in each other’s 
value and meaning. There is a much greater cohesion in their 
lives. So social bond is increasing, actually today everyone is 
busy, nobody has much time. The social bonds are decreasing. 
In this case, that the bonds are increasing, whether there are 
different languages, different divisions, different believes. They 
are still together and that is what the advantage is.

 I visited one of your projects, called Tea-house a 
project which you build 50 years ago and you also 
had the opportunity to renovate the same project. So 
definitely when you are renovating in today’s time you 
have to think again with today’s modern generations’ 
needs and all the technical innovations. So how was 
your experience for that?

Alvaro Siza: When I renovated first, it was some 15 years after 
construction and I was critical about this project, immediately 

after the restaurant I made a swimming pool nearby, and 
more flat areas. The profile of the building was practically 
parallel to the profile of the rocks and I thought it is too 
much. Architecture must also have detachment towards 
landscape. Some detachment means some new view in the 
landscape. So when I entered the building I began looking 
at the pieces hanging from ceiling and I said it is too much, 
I don’t like it. So I realised if I take one thing, I also need 
to take out another thing and so on. In that moment I 
discovered two things — one, that I should demolish the 
building, the other one was that even if I don’t like one 
thing in relation to another, it means there is quality in this 
architecture. So I decided not to touch anything. Almost 
like being liberated. This was the experience and in the end I 
thought this was made by another architect, the young Alvaro, 
so I must respect him too.

 How should architectural education change 
in the time to come?

Alvaro Siza: When I began studying architecture and 
today what I see is an increase in lots of information and 
opening to the complexity of architecture. Today, there 
are preparations for working in team, so capacity of 
dialogue and the openness to put together different types 
of information that can be done as a team. The capacity 
of dialogue is very important. The first project I made, I 
made it almost alone, today it is completely different and 
also there is enormous complexity, some of it seems to me 
exaggerated with regulations. Some are necessary but some 
are invasions of specialist roles that they must have. There 
is also the issue of isolation where contact between various 
departments such as faculty of architecture, engineering, 
history is not very clear and I feel it should improve.

“The building just  
sits very lightly as if a  

bird is sitting on  
the land.” 

~B V DOSHI on  
ALVARO SIZA’s drawing ~
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Apple Marina Bay Sands Store, designed by Foster + 
Partners, has recently opened to the public in Singapore. 
The 30-metre-diameter structure creates a new 
distinctive presence on Singapore Bay. It is a fully glazed 

dome with a black glass base, complementing the sister pavilions 
through its scale and materiality. 

David Summerfield, Foster + Partners said, “Apple Marina Bay 
Sands is all about the delicate interplay between transparency and 
shade. The structure dissolves the boundary between the inside and 
outside, creating a minimal platform that floats gently in the water, 
looking out over the bay and the spectacular Singapore skyline.”

Structurally, the dome acts as a hybrid steel and glass shell, 
where the grid of steel sections support the weight of the glass and 
shading, and the curved structural glass panels restrain the steel 
elements laterally and stiffen the overall form against lateral loads.

Each of the multifunctional concentric light sunshade rings reduce 
in size as they progress towards the top of the building, providing 
acoustic absorption for the store. More importantly, they diffuse 
and reflect daylight to the baffle above, creating a magical effect 
and dematerialising the structure. At the top a semi-opaque oculus 
provides a dramatic shaft of light that travels through the space, 
reminiscent of the famous Pantheon in Rome.

Stefan Behling, Foster + Partners said, “The dome appears 
ephemeral. The effect is very calming, and the changing intensity  
and colour of the light is mesmerising. It is not only a celebration of 
Apple’s incredible products, but a celebration of light.”

The garden city ideal of Singapore flows from the promenade 
into the interior spaces, with ten trees placed along the perimeter 
providing additional shading and soft shadows through the foliage.

The store can be entered through The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands  
via a beautifully curved stone entrance, flanked by Apple’s signature 

Apple ReveAls A Globe-shAped FloAtinG 
MARinA bAy sAnds stoRe in sinGApoRe 
desiGned by FosteR + pARtneRs

Avenue display on either side of a 45-metre long and 7.6-metre 
wide space. This leads directly to a set of dramatic escalators 
that take visitors on a “kaleidoscopic” journey to the heart of the 
spectacular domed space. This contrasting transition from the heart  
of the retail centre to the Apple dome offers the customer a dramatic 
and exhilarating experience. It culminates with spectacular views 
across the bay and towards the city.

During the day, the dome reflects the colours of the surrounding 
water and sky, while in the evening the subtle interior lighting 
provides a warm glow and enhances everyone’s experiewnce of 
Singapore’s spectacular skyline.
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SURFACES REPORTER (SR) picks up 6 popular binge-
worthy shows for architects and designers to watch on 
Netflix. Which are you favourite picks? Which ones have we 
missed? Tell us in the comments below:

1. ABSTRACT: THE ART OF DESIGN
Type: Documentary Series
episodes: 8
About: The series looks at the creative processesof eight leading 
designers. Each episode focusses different individual which 
includes Bjarke Ingels (architect), Christoph Niemann (illustrator), 
Es Devlin (stage designer), Ilse Crawford (interior designer), Paula 
Scher (graphic designer), Platon (photographer), Ralph Gilles 
(automobile designer) and Tinker Hatfield (Nike shoe designer).

2. THE WORLDs MOST EXTRAORDINARY HOMES
Type: Documentary Series
episodes: 12
About: The first series focused on houses built in challenging 
surroundings, and how they were designed to respond to these 
environments, whether built into the side of a cliff, nestled in a 
forest, perched at the top of a mountain or hidden under the earth. 
The second series focused on one country per episode, and traveled 
to different destinations in each nation.
Each episode is themed and named according to the houses 
environments or location. To explore how the designs function 
both as works of architecture and as real houses, the hosts stay 
overnight, eat meals and spend time in the homes.

3.  TINY HOUSE NATION
Type: Series
episodes: 3 Seasons | 83 Episodes
About: It is a tiny house movement-inspired series which features 

renovation experts John Weisbarth and Zack Giffin who assist 
families around the country building their desired houses that are 
no bigger than 500 square feet.

4. LEGO HOUSE - HOME OF THE BRICK
Type: Documentary 
About: The film documents the design process of the famous 
LEGO House - Home of the brick designed by Bjarke Ingels Group. 
The experience centre in Billund, Denmark. Near Legoland, is a 
12,000-square metre house filled with 25 million Lego bricks. Lego 
House allows children and adults to physically and digitally build 
with Lego bricks, with activities such as programming robots and 
animating models. Lego House is also called Home of the Brick 
with references to Billund, where Lego originates.

5. GRAND DESIGNS
Type: Series
episodes: 20 Series | 204 Episodes
About: Presented by designer and writer Kevin McCloud, each 
episode follows different people who have set out to pursue their 
vision of a dream home by building it themselves. Each project is 
completely unique, with many calling for custom-made elements 
that make the final result not only a home, but also a work of art.
 

6. STAY HERE
Type: Series
episodes: 8
About: On "Stay Here," designer Genevieve Gorder and real estate 
expert Peter Lorimer show property owners how they can turn 
their rentals into moneymaking showstoppers. Episodes feature 
a floating vacation rental that becomes a romantic waterfront 
retreat and a family-friendly makeover for a historic firehouse in 
Washington, D.C.

SR SPECIAL: 6 PoPuLAR ShowS 
ARChItECtS CAn wAtCh on nEtfLIx
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On the occasion of World Architecture Day and to Le Corbusier’s birthday, 
SUrFACeS rePOrTer (Sr) in association with School of Architecture, Noida 
International University planned a special E-Talk Series with 3 legendary architects 
Ar SD Sharma, Ar Isay Weinfeld, brazil, Ar Thomas Vonier, USA. The e-talk 

series held on 5 Oct 2020 where Ar Habeeb Khan, the President, Council of Architecture 
(COA) gave an opening note. Ar Habeeb Khan is an award winning designer, public speaker 
and teacher who is well-known for his distinctive  ‘Contemporary Vernacular’ Architecture.

Ar Isay Weinfeld, one of Brazil’s most renowned contemporary architects, was the keynote 
speaker. Ar Weinfeld is responsible for the elegantly minimalistic designs of several boutiques, 
restaurants, hotels and homes throughout São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, including the 
luxurious Hotel Fasano. Isay also works as a set designer, furniture designer and filmmaker. 
Among his best known works are the hotels for the Fasano Group in São Paulo and Porto 
Feliz (Brazil), and Punta del Este (Uruguay), in addition to the Square Nine Hotel (Serbia) and 
the La Petite Afrique Building (Monaco). For some years, he taught "Theory of Architecture" 
at the Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism at Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie, having 
also been a professor at FAAP. Weinfeld thinks of a building as a complete artwork that needs 
to be not just functional but beautiful. The Brazilian architect’s works are characterized by 
glass and concrete, dark wood shades and soft color accents: all elements of a unique brand 
of distinguished restraint. Many of his projects have been featured in the Home Series which 
is available on NETFLIX. The session included interesting dialogues by Ar Isay Weinfled 
followed by a panel discussion moderated by Vertica Dvivedi, Editor-in-Chief, SURFACES 
REPORTER along with eminent panellists Ar N Mahesh, Iyer & Mahesh, Trivandrum  and 
Ar Nishant Gupta, Associate Architect, Architect Hafeez Contractor and Ar. Rajendra Kumar, 
Director, SOA, NIU who was also the curator of this talk.

On the second day session, interesting talk was held between Legendary Ar SD ShArmA 
and Vertica Dvivedi, editor-in-Chief, SUrFACeS rePOrTer.

Ar SD Sharma needs little introduction. Loved and respected by all his contemporaries alike, 
he has created works of outstanding quality. Having worked with the likes of Le Corbusier 
and Pierre Jeanneret since the inception of the Chandigarh City in 1952, Ar Sharma is a 
veteran architect carrying experience of decades. P. Jeanneret describes him as an 'Architect of 
rare qualities who understands deeply the meaning of the built environment.' The Le Corbusier’s 
museum was handed over to Ar Sharma for completion upon Corbusier's untimely death. His 
firm S D Sharma and Associates, Chandigarh is a highly decorated and awarded firm today 
with projects ranging from institutional, industrial, commercial projects and more. 

SR CelebRateS WoRld 
aRChiteCtuRe day and 
le-CoRbuSieR’S day

The Brazilian architect’s works are characterized by glass 
and concrete, dark wood shades and soft color accents: 
all elements of a unique brand of distinguished restraint. 

Many of his projects have been featured in the Home 
Series which is available on NETFLIX
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Har Ghar Kuch Kehta hain, Kaun isme rehta hain' 
a slogan by Asian Paints almost everyone easily 
recognises. Not just paints, but the idea of homes from 
a house has always been the key focus for most paint 

companies in their marketing campaigns. Now, Asian Paints latest 
campaign presents to you the latest offering from the company - 
Personalised Interior Design Services. SURFACES REPORTER (SR) 
reports.

A home is special place for everyone. But people had places to 
hang out, work, socialise, eatout, entertain and come back home 
to rest and relax. However, these trying COVID-19 pandemic 
times have flipped the way we live in a big way. It has once again 
brought back the importance of homes like never before. People are 
spending more and more time indoors, using the space for multiple 
activities be it Offices, Gyms, Entertainment areas, Green Spaces, 

Family rooms and more. Therefore, making the need for the right 
interiors is inevitably paramount. Whether adding some new 
furniture, appliances or creating new private spaces, people have 
been revamping their homes to make it more livable and enjoyable 
for all members. At the same time, with the approaching diwali 
season which is normally a time for majority of the homeowners in 
India to get their homes deep cleaned and  re-painted, Asian Paints 
offering interior design services at this time only seems sensible.

Under the 'Beautiful Homes' service, the company has announced  
personalised interior design services right from the wallpapers and 
paints to furniture, lighting, furnishing and decor accessories to 
modular kitchen and wardrobes. Apart from this, the company is 
also offering safe interior solutions and 3D visualisation. Complete 
end-to-end solutions right from conceptualisation to execution and 
on site installations.

An Architect, Technologist and entrepreneur, James 
Law , is a person who thinks ahead of his time. With 
his philosophy of a better world is designed with 
technology to alleviate suffering for mankind, founded 

Cybertecture. He has also been awarded Young Global Leader of 
the World Economic Forum and the Justice of Peace by the Hong 
Kong SAR Government. In an exclusive interview to SURFACES 
REPORTER (SR) James talks about his views in the world beyond 
COVID-19.

Asserting that the society has been disrupted by COVID-19, 
James Law said, “The basic notions of work, live and play, in their 
associated spaces have become irrelevant in a special distancing 
scenario. Whilst we do not wish for pandemics to permanently alter 
our habits, I do however believe that it is inevitable that some degrees 
of social/spatial relationships will evolve accordingly to be more 
resilient in case of future disruptions. For example, companies will 
inhabit both a physical commercial space as the place of business, 
but will in parallel inhabit cyberspace as a virtual and parallel world 
for staff to collaborate in times of separation. Both will be equally 
important as commercial space.” Speaking about the evolution in 
design, he commented, “Where I think there may be the greatest 
design evolution will be the home, in which the one’s domicile has 

ASIAn PAIntS: fRom mERA wALA CoLouR to 
LAunChIng PERSonALISEd IntERIoR dESIgnIng

and will become both a place to live as well as a refuge during future 
extreme disruptions to daily life. Therefore homes may need to more 
comfortable, more flexible for work and living, more private and 
organisable for work, and more healthy in terms of keeping people 
sane and optimistic when times are tough.” Talking about the New 
Architecture of the Future, James Law concluded, “The current 
Covid19 pandemic has shown how fragile the structures of our life, 
society and economy are. It’s a humbling experience, and shows how 
important resilience is in design. I believe that the new Architecture 
of the Future needs to become an Architecture of Purpose that 
addresses the environment, affordability, sustainability and balance 
as opposed predominantly an Architecture of Beauty, Wealth, Iconic, 
Power and Greed.”

AR JAmES LAw dEfInES woRLd BEyond CoVId-19

It has once 
again brought 
back the 
importance 
of homes like 
never before.
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Located in a serene valley of Kanakapura, Bangalore, 
Pyramid Valley International, located is a 28-acre 
meditation campus surrounded by greenery and small 
hillocks in horseshoe shape. This campus is specifically 

designed by bharathi Prem Associates for spiritual growth. 
Recently, the Star Light Accomodation block has been added in 
the campus, which houses 60 rooms for the visitors.

The Semi-covered Verandahs are the beautiful transcending 
space connecting the outside landscape and terrain with the 
interiors. The rooms in the lower level open out to the naturally 
existing terrain where the earth is stabilized using natural 
uncut locally available boulders interspersed with green shrubs 
opening out to a higher bed of natural landscaped area.

Architects used materials like exposed brick walls, exposed 
cement surface, tandur stones, Clay Jaali blocks, locally 
available Sadarahalli granite, Clay tiles, granite, rough 
unfinished stone, slate stone, etc.

Space Frames have been used in the construction of this 
Pyramid. Moreover, it is covered with thin ferro cement 
concrete slab. The prime structure in this valley is the Maitreya- 
Pyramid of base 160` x 160` and 104` tall constructed on lines 
of Pyramid of Giza, for the purpose of Meditation. 

The slab is further enclosed with light weight cement tiles with 
carving. each face of the pyramid has some murals that depict 
earth, water, fire and air. The east side represents water, the 
west represents earth, the north face depicts air, and the south 
symbolizes fire.

BEAutIfuL PyRAmId foR mEdItAtIon  
wIth dESIgnS dEPICtIng EARth, AIR, fIRE & wAtER

The prime structure in this valley is 
the Maitreya- Pyramid of base 160` 

x 160` and 104` tall constructed 
on lines of Pyramid of Giza, for the 

purpose of Meditation. 
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The Swedish furniture multinational group IKEA, 
the flagship brand of Ingka Group, opened a new 
international office in Bengaluru. IKEA group said in a 
statement, “The availability of a large talent pool in India 

is one of the key reasons behind selecting the global office. The office 
will operate from the Karle Special Economic Zone in Bengaluru.” 
The group has a wide online and offline presence. Ikea group has 
first made its maiden presence in Hyderabad in 2018 while it 
opened its second store in Mumbai. The group also has an online 
presence in Pune apart from the other two cities.

 “They will also open smaller format city center stores and expand 
its online presence in other Indian cities in the future. Recently, the 
company launched Click & Collect Services in Hyderabad, which is 
safe and contactless. The aim is to reach approximately 100 million 

Swedish Furniture Giant iKea opened 
A Global Office in Bengaluru

Ar Prem Nath, one of the most sought after architects 
in the country delivered talk on an important subject 
'Listen To The Future' during the online launch of 
the new collection by Amulya Mica on SURFACES 

REPORTER's & PLY REPORTER's Facebook page. Ar Prem Nath 
needs no introduction. Despite belonging to the senior-most 
brigade of the architecture and design community of the country 
and having spent close to 55 years in the industry, his zeal and 
passion towards the profession is commendable. 

Along with Ar Prem Nath, the occasion was graced by Ace 
cricketer harbhajan Singh who launched the stunning  
Amulya mica Special Designer collection. 

consumers in India over the next few years through a multichannel 
approach,” verbalized the Swedish giant. Currently, the group has 
more than 60 suppliers in India with  45,000 direct employees and 
400,000 people in the extended supply chain since the company 
has been sourcing from India for the last 35 years.

Bengaluru will be a part of the Global Business Operations (GBO) 
group which operates in various countries, including Baltimore 
(US), Poznan (Poland), and Shanghai (China). GBO is accountable 
for implementing modern tools to meet growing business 
demands as well as to increase employee satisfaction. GBO is going 
to manage the digital development, innovation, and operations 
of the IKEA Bangalore store. Moreover, the Centres of Expertise 
(CoE) will give best practices, research, support, leadership, and 
training as per the company.

ar Prem nath talked  on 
'listen to the Future'

SR Bulletin
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Architects and Designers around the world are tirelessly 
trying to cope with the coronavirus pandemic and now can 

see some clear trends that are likely to last for a decade. Here 
are some design trends that we at Surfaces Reporter (SR) 

think will stay with us for good.

10 Pandemic  
driven design 

trends 

Exclusive Design Trends picked 
up by SURFACES REPORTER 

POST COVID-19

that are 
likely to stay
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A dedicated space for the 
need to work is the most 

evident change houses are 
witnessing. People have 

been using their study room 
mostly for home-offices for 

working from home.

1. HOME OFFICES 
During this lockdown, half of the global population worked 
from home and while few of them already had existing home-
offices, many struggled to balance work in the presence of their 
families. The idea for Home Offices is now a norm and as most 
of the organizations have already made their peace with it, this 
trend is sure to stay.

A dedicated space for the need to work is the most evident 
change houses are witnessing. People have been using their 
study room mostly for home-offices for working from home.

“Zoom calling is becoming a regular thing now, I see people 
struggling for good internet connection, and they are struggling 
to find a good background. So I think the luxury of space will 
definitely create that workspace in their homes and if it’s small 
Apartment or even if it's a small studio, people will require that”, 
recognized Ar bobby mukherji, from bobby mukherji & 
Associates in an exclusive webinar of SR. 

People want a home office space, specifically with audio-video 
conference facilities and also built-in garden spaces or patios. 
In fact, people living in apartments are asking for a work/study 
area in each room. Alok Aggarwal, managing Director, Ozone 
Overseas Ltd shared with Surfaces Reporter during a webinar 
that they have come up with automatic bed that is space 
friendly and allows people to convert it into wall so that they 
can work easily and comfortably.

The need for a dedicated space-if not an entire room—just  
for work with a proper work table, internet connection and  
desk space has become an impediment to incorporate in  
the dwellings.

While, some people may have worked from their bedrooms to 
have full attention to work, it is likely to become alluding and 
more distractive. The concentration and productivity issues 
have increased the role of acoustics. “Our home is very modern, 
with an open plan. All the spaces flow into each other. So, the 
acoustics are nightmare, which I never noticed before. I can hear 
my kids, my dog, everyone while working. It made me think that 
maybe I would go for more traditional closed spaces,” said Pallavi 
Dean, roar, Dubai to Surfaces Reporter.

Architects and designers are facing growing requests for a home 
office. As it offers a wholesome approach to one’s life and also 
helps towards a sustainable future, this trend is likely to last 
even longer. Changes in Office Design

Another change we will see in the office design. Adaptable 
and multipurpose furniture will trend in offices. Moreover, 
advanced technology and appliances like motion lights 
and sensors when entering a cabin or a room, smartphone 
controlled elevators and AV systems or facial recognition system 
that limit touching will be in high demand.

Vivek Deshpande, Co-Founder, Spacewood Furnishers Pvt 
Ltd also emphasized the need for innovative products in the 
commercial space for both office and public space solution 
needs on a combined webinar arranged by Surfaces Reporter 
and Ply reporter.

Alok Aggarwal mentioned during a webinar, “We have facial 
recognition-based access control system for offices which can be 
integrated with given tools that can detect temperature, record 
attendance of the person and can check whether the person has 
put on a mask or not.”

Work From Home Office

Study Room Turned Home Office

 SR ARTICLE
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The virus has increased the  
demand for antimicrobial and 

anti-viral nanocoatings for 
flooring and surfaces; auto-
cleaning technologies are to 

be integrated inside furniture, 
for example inside wardrobes 
and kitchen cabinets. Many 

manufacturers have already come 
up with several germ-resistant 

coatings for façade, paints,  
floorings and furniture. 

2. SANITISED SPACES 
and ANTIVIRAL 
SURFACES
 
After these days, all of us are going to develop a new 
interest and sensitivity towards hygiene and sanitization. 
This will bring many interesting changes inside our homes, 
with the acceleration of some technologies that actually 
already existed but were not so common. Some innovative 
new technologies will also help in the hygiene department, 
for example, air purifiers, indoor air quality monitoring, 
new filtration systems for the air and the water.

“Now people will become conscious of hygiene, and as 
designers we will be making places that are more hygienic for 
even the people working in the house. Even from the owner’s 
perspective that request will surely arise,” says Ar Hiren 
Patel assuring the trend. With various studies, including 
this one, claiming that the virus transfers not only between 
two individuals, but also between people and exposed 
surfaces. This has caused surface phobia among people, 
characterized by a fear of touching handrails, doorhandles, 
doorknobs  and other high-contact objects.

It has increased the demand for antimicrobial and  
anti-viral nanocoatings for flooring and surfaces;  
auto-cleaning technologies are to be integrated inside 
furniture, for example inside wardrobes and kitchen 
cabinets. Many manufacturers have already come up with 
several germ-resistant coatings for façade, paints, floorings 
and furniture. 

mr Partha Nath, DY, General manager, GreenPly  
stated in a webinar organized by Surfaces reporter  
on the transformations in material and design we can  
expect during and after COVID-19, “We have come up 
with the products like Green Club 700 And Green Club 500, 
which are first-of-its-kind zero-emission plywood in India. 
These are CARB certified and are free from formaldehyde 
-a chemical which when remain exposed to it for a longer 
period can have ill-health effects.” 

Indoor Air Quality Monitor | Photo Courtesy: cbcpubliclibrary Robotic Mopping for kitchen cabinets | Photo Courtesy: iRobot

Office Trends led by COVID

• Adaptable and multipurpose furniture  
will trend in offices.  

• Advanced technology and appliances  
like motion lights and sensors when  
entering a cabin or a room. 

• Smartphone controlled elevators  
and AV systems. 

• Facial recognition system that limit touching.

Surfaces Reporter
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Centuryply has also come up with antiviral laminates and 
plywood that are made with ViroKill Technology and have 
99.99% effectiveness against viruses. Keshav bhajanka has 
shared about the latest product feature during the brAND 
bUZZ episode with Pragath Dvivedi, organized by Surfaces 
Reporter & Ply Reporter. 

rajesh bansal, mD, Dorset which has already been selling  
safe touch products from the last 2 years to various hospitality 
industries mentioned, “Now with COVID coming in, we are now 
available with anti-bacterial coating products for our customer. 
We have also launched unique touch-free devices, like Dorset tap, 
to allow for pushing or pulling the doors without touching it,” 
shared Mr. Bansal. 

The use of copper-based products has also increased, 
especially in the direct touch areas such as hardware like door 
handles, doorknobs, railings, etc. and washroom fixtures. 

In bathroom design, this crisis can bring a substantial rising 
demand for smart toilets, that at present are very common only 
in some countries such as Japan. Automatic cleaning faucets 
that we now see only in some public restrooms could become a 
common feature in the homes as well.

The Researchers from the University of Houston, in 
collaboration with Medistar & others have created a new 
air filter containing commercially available nickel foam, to 
catch and kill the Coronavirus (SARSCoV-2) responsible for 
COVID-19. This kind of hygiene driven innovations are a huge 
trend now and sure to last longer. 

An air filter to catch and kill the Coronavirus (SARSCoV- 2) 

Automatic Commercial Sensor Touchless Bathroom Faucet: Photo Courtesy:  HALO
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3. INNOVATIVE 
TECHNOLOGIES  
 
Technology has been a great concern over the past decade and 
in just a few short months, it has transformed people’s lives on 
an unprecedented scale. Intelligent technology has impacted 
every industry, and altered the course of companies’ growth. 
During the pandemic, innovation has amplified it to historic 
levels. Multiple social restrictions, need for efficiency have 
driven the world ever more towards Artificial Intelligence 
(AI). This trend is sure to stick as now people are way more 
concerned and accustomed with it.

“Products that we did not focus on earlier have suddenly come 
to notice; e.g. electronic locks, sensor-based doors that prohibits 
touch, automatic sliders, etc, are getting popular today,” shared 
Jurgen Wolf, managing Director, Hafele India Pvt Ltd during 
a webinar hosted by Surfaces Reporter and Ply Reporter. Most 
of the product range is for residential purpose, he added. 
Touch-sensitive products are more in demand and companies 
are working towards it. Windows and panels working on wi-fi 
are going to make people's life not only comfortable but also 
secure. Technological advancements have made it possible to 
acquire and manage all information from weather conditions to 
security on the mobile phone. During the months of complete 
lockdown, another innovation came to the market in the 
lighting segment. A lighting installation built with responsive 
RGB LED technology that mixes the colors red, green, and blue 
to generate more than 16 million light tones is today available 
due to the intelligent technology. 

A lighting installation built with 
responsive RGB LED technology that 
mixes the colors red, green, and blue 

to generate more than 16 million 
light tones is today available due to 

the intelligent technology.

RGB LED Technology

Automatic sliding doors

Surfaces Reporter
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This invention was driven by the aim of creating immersive 
environmental experiences in interior spaces. It seems that 
intelligent technologies are rapidly taking the center stage to 
create a holistic interior space.

4. SMART HOME DEVICES
The pandemic amped up the craze of technology not only in 
commercial spaces but also at homes. Today, when it comes to 
automation, kitchen and home-offices are not the only spaces to 
be updated. A huge number of houses are already updated with 
various AI devices that offer touchfree operation and the trend 
is only growing. "Self-help has become the new norm because 
staff, help, assistants are all going to be in their own spaces 

have the need to avoid touching certain surfaces; we all 
perceived smart technologies were there only for making 
our lives easier and adding zing to the houses. Now, we are 
considering how many hands can touch the doorknobs of 
our entrance (especially if we live in a flat on an apartment 
building), or the buttons of an elevator. That’s why vocal 
control can really become a huge trend now. Alexa and Siri 
are some of such smart AI for homes. Today, you can use 
smart devices to grill chicken at your next family barbecue, 
turn the lights off in the living room while you’re watching 
a movie, or vacuum your floors. Plus, for people living 
alone, it may be a really  helpful solution in case they feel 
sick and need help. Moreover, think about accessible ways 
in which technology can be easily used by both seniors and 
young tech-savvy generations.

5. MINIMALIST  
HOME DECOR 
Instead of expensive gadgets and decor products, efficiency 
is the real key to a smart lifestyle. Maintenance factor is 
driving buying of The Lockdown has taught us how we can 
manage in frugal ways. Minimalism values like clean lines, 
neutral tones and clutter-free homes are the attributes that 
people want in their spaces. The exceptional luxury decor 
items such as a painting in the living room, a sculpture or 
an intricate rug on the floor seems to have lost their charm.

While minimal interior deand decor and Scandinavian 
designs have always been the choices for small spaced 
homes and condos, these are budget-friendly decisions 
as well. You only spend on furniture and decor you 
really need. Due to the worldwide economic depression, 

for security purposes. This enhances the need of AI (artificial 
Intelligence) at home," said Nisha JamVwal, Columnist, 
Designer, brand Consultant, Influencer during a webinar 
articulated by SR. Smart homes and vocal control are already 
in trend for some time. But let’s be honest, earlier we didn’t 

AI Assisted Cooker | Photo Courtesy: finedininglovers

Multifunctional Furniture 
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the minimalist trend is likely to stay even longer. 
multifunctional furniture is also seeing a rise in 
the market. As we now expect lesser house guests, 
an extra bedroom is likely to get converted into a 
working space and the living room. Efficient, clutter 
free, minimalist approaches are also being applied to 
luxury projects.

6. GREEN LIVING 
After staying isolated from the rest of the world amidst 
the four walls of the home, a piece of nature inside 
the house has become the most sought after feature.  
Everybody wants to have a small garden or at least a 
small terrace to spend some time outdoors, without 
the hazard of going out. Plus, this pandemic has taught 
us how sustainably we can live. Green living was a 
trend even before the pandemic but was somewhat 
limited to a certain population. The pandemic has 
merely exceeded it's pace.

All things related to gardening is seeing a huge 
comeback, together with new ways to incorporate 
greeneries inside homes. Vertical gardens and 
indoor gardening will see a boom, as a proven way 
to reduce our stress and to improve the air quality 
inside our homes. Growing what you eat can become 

People want a home office space, specifically with 
audio-video conference facilities and also built-in garden 
spaces or patios. In fact, people living in apartments are 

asking for a work/study area in each room.

Greenery in office design 

Balcony Garden | Photo Courtesy : Decoist
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an option to be explored for the indoor as well, 
with small indoor areas equipped with artificial 
light, air and water to make vegetables grow. Punjab 
Government recently pushed green buildings 
luring people with a slew of incentives in terms of 
additional FAr of 5% for bronze and silver, 7.5% 
for gold and 10% for platinum certification by 
GrIHA and LeeDS, free of charge.

7. VIRTUAL PRODUCT 
LAUNCHES
Product launches have been an integral part of the 
corporate and commercial sector. It involves a lot 
of communication practices and economical value. 
However, during the pandemic while the pioneering 
brands came up with various products worldwide, 
they also found out the more efficient 'virtual' way to  
launch them. 

"There will be a paradigm shift in end-users and 
clients’ mentality; there will be certain reluctance in 
going to the shops. Virtual Showrooms are the Future. 
Going forward the demand for customization and 
delivery to the client will grow," Ar Amit murao,  
Ashray Design Consultants expressed during a 
combined webinar by Surfaces Reporter  
and Ply Reporter.

Designer masaba Gupta and Nykaa were gearing 
towards the first-ever designer-led fragrance 
collection for two years now but had to launch the 

        Businesses like online doctor 
consultation market, plywood, 
tiles, mobile phones are also diving 
into the new trends. Media houses 
have already shifted most of their 
gatherings in virtual spaces through 
webinars where products and 
projects are getting launched.

IKEA Virtual Reality Showroom | Photo Credit: IKEA

Virtual Product Launch started by Surfaces Reporter to help products reach out to the markets
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product, virtually. Similarly, Nourish mantra’s new product 
line with Nykaa was delayed by three months, and went live 
only at June end. Businesses like online doctor consultation 
market, plywood, tiles, mobile phones are also diving into the 
new trends. Media houses have already shifted most of their 
gatherings in virtual spaces through webinars where products 
and projects are getting launched.

8. GOING ORGANIC 
The demand for organic products is on the rise and clearly the 
virtual product launch system is widely accepted already. This 
trend will sure catch on considering the changed scenario.

As shoppers search for healthy, clean food for at-home 

families, organic food is proving to be the food of choice for 
home resulting in a surge in sales. Plant-based Dairy  
products, Grass-Fed and Pasture-raised meat, farm fresh 
vegetables and fruits are rising in demands all over the  
world. The trend is also converted into architectural and 
interior choices. With the mantra of 'Being Healthy In and 
Out', natural material-based products like wood, recyclable 
products are riding the trend. 

9. SOCIAL DISTANCING  
IN PUBLIC SPACES
Architects and designers have already cracked up some 
solutions to maintain social distancing in public places. As the 
future holds many unseen diseases undeniably, the trend of 
creating such spaces is sure here to stay.

For example, bandra Collective in maharashtra is converting 
the street markets of mumbai, one of the tomorrow's safely 
conduct everyday trades and maintain social distancing. This 
kind of construction trend will stick with us and shape the 
future. Even if all these trends are pandemic driven, but hold 
the path towards a sustainable and better future. Which trend 
do you think will affect you the most?

Biophilia is sure a  
real necessity, more than just a 

trend, not only in homes but  
also in offices.

Traditional Organic Kerala House Design 

Social Distancing
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10. VIRTUAL 
COMMUNICATION 
During the pandemic as we observed quarantine practices, we 
explored various new applications of virtual communication. 
The sense of community and, hopefully, a new sensitivity 
towards the environment has led us to live with bare minimum. 
Today, going to the market everyday is not only out of practice 
but people are growing a fondness to it nevertheless. Ordering 
your goods online has offered a new way of living, made 
possible through virtual communications.

“Companies should show their products line online so that people 
can reach them. Online is here to stay and customers will look 
online in the market before physically visiting to the shop,” said 
Jurgen Wolf, mD, Hafele India Pvt Ltd shared in an e-conclave 
carried out by Surfaces Reporter and Ply Reporter. The older 
generation who found Virtual communication to be somewhat 
impersonal have also become accustomed to it. Living a healthy 
life without any unnecessary contacts is the new norm and the 
trend will only grow for good.

Meeting people in a virtual space for refreshments and 
entertainment is the new norm and rapidly growing. Dating 
apps, matrimonial businesses that already existed are 
exponentially growing. Business communications and webinars 
are also being taken care of by software such as Zoom, Skype, 
Google Meet etc.

Surfaces Reporter & Ply Reporter  
has arranged around 25 Webinars with Multiple 
Posts and has got almost 3.75 Lakh Views and 7.5 
Lakh Reach through different social media channels 
just during Lockdown. The social channels have 
further grown and expanded many folds since then. 

Companies 
should show their 

products line 
online so that 

people can reach 
them. Online is 

here to stay and 
customers will 

search online in 
the market before 
physically visiting 

to the shop.

The virtual talk show by Vertica Dvivedi with Kiran Bedi on Surfaces Reporter

Leadership in the times of crisis
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rat[LAB]  
ReseARch in 

ARchitectuRe & 
technoLogy,

new DeLhi

Shilpa  
architectS  
plannerS  
DeSignerS,  
chennai

AR SheilA SRi 
Prakash 

Sushant Verma is an architect and 
computational designer who co-founded 

rat[LAB]- an award-winning design studio & 
independent research cell based out of New 

Delhi-with partner Pradeep Devadassin in 2012 
who currently leads the research cell as the 
Head of Research & Business Development, 
operating in India. The Interior Design Team 
is led by Partner Anchal Chaudhary. Former 

architect at Zaha Hadid Architects, London, & a 
Sr. Editor at Arch2O, Sushant has held  

teaching positions at a number  
of universities internationally.

Sheila Sri Prakash founded a global, award-
winning Architectural Design firm-Shilpa 
Architects Planners Designers- in 1979 in 
Chennai, India. She is also one of the first women 
in India to have started her own architectural 
firm. Her more than three-decade career, boasts 
of completing approx. 1200 globally acclaimed 
architectural projects till date. Ar Prakash is 
the first Indian architect to serve on the World 
Economic Forum’s (WEF) Global Agenda 
Council on Design Innovation (role of arts in 
society). Listed amongst the “Top 100 most 
influential architects in the world by Il Giornale 
dell ’Architectura, Ar Prakash is known for her 
dexterous architectural theories surrounding 
‘reciprocity in design’.
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shirdi sai BaBa temPle 
shilpa architects, Chennai reinterpret  

vernacular temple design with parametric design by rat [laB]

The Architecture and research firm rat[LAB] Studio and  
Shilpa Architects have recently designed a Shirdi Sai Baba temple in Koppur, 

Chennai that reinterprets the vernacular architecture of  India through 
parametric design.  SURFACES REPORTER (SR) presents a sneak peak 
into the collaboration of two indian firms, the blend of vernacular with 

parametricism and the overall concept of the temple.

SURFACES REPORTER Brings You Exclusive Photos of the Temple

 SR Architecture
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ndia crowns the title of the holy land because of its 
ancient, well preserved and sacred temples. South India is 
spread on an area with thousands of divine temples that 
are torchbearers of the glorious heritage of India. 

Number 11
The Sai Temple revolves around the ‘master Number’ 11 
symbolizing balance, vision, purity; Masculinity as well as 
Femininity in Indian mythology. I

The flooring of the garbagriha is done specifically to shift 
the focus to the far end of the room rather than the centre 

beneath the oculus of the polygonal roof intersects.

Surfaces Reporter
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Surrounded by a series of promenades, podium and lush 
green landscape, the Sai temple is a reflection of spiritual 
contemplation that will appear 66m (11x6) above the ground, 
making a mesmerizing experience for visitors entering the 
temple.

Because of the client’s profound faith in Numerology and 
Vastu- Indian traditional ancient science- he had a strict 
indicative to incorporate the number 11 in the design, and 
thus the new temple was created through an algorithmic 

process while balancing the sacred geometry with 
engineering logic. Taking an unprecedented approach, 
the concept design developed with an 11 sided polygon 
- Hendecagon, articulated as a three-dimensional 
polyhedron. Moreover, the holy shrine is unveiled on 
an 11.11-acre site that is proposed at the epicentre of a 
338 Acre master plan project of Chennai.

Known for their expertise in Computational 
Design and Parametric Techniques, rat[LAB] saw 

 SR Architecture



Comprising of 4 zones:  
Front promenade, Temple Complex, Rear Promenade 
and Statue, the spiritual temple will be built on the 

principles of Vastu Purusha mandala.
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this as an untapped opportunity to 
explore computational design for a 
religious space in a novel manner. 
Using mathematics, sacred geometry, 
structural logics, an algorithmic process 
was developed to use evolutionary 
computation to create a plethora of 
forms, using spatial and structural 
constraints as parameters. The 11 
sided polygon is evolved into three-
dimensional spaces while assessing 
ecological aspects such as solar heat 
gain, daylight, and shadows.

Project Details:
Project Name: The Sacred Hendecagon: Shirdi Sai Baba Temple  
Location: Koppur (Outskirts of Chennai), Tamil Nadu, INDIA

Architects: Shilpa Architects in collaboration with rat[LAB] Studio

Design Team: Sheila Sri Prakash, Pavitra Sriprakash, Amrit 
Sahasranamam, Joe Paul (from Shilpa Architects, Chennai) + 
Sushant Verma, Darshi Kapadia, Praneet Mathur (from rat[LAB] 
Studio, New Delhi) 

Master Planners: Shilpa Architects

Clients: Urban Tree

Completion Year: 2021-22 (Expected)

Gross Built Area: ~25000 sq.m. (Temple Hall = 10,000 sq m.)

Renderings credits: rat[LAB] Studio (Sreekanth Damodaran)               

Entire article link

https://www.surfacesreporter.com/
articles/72006/new-shirdi-sai-baba-
temple-in-india-is-a-blend-of-parametric-
and-vernacular-design
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Carbon Fibre  
entwined with bamboo  

the material oF the Future | Kengo Kuma

SurFaCeS reporter | material oF SubStanCe

Can the combination of Carbon Fibre with Bamboo help create strong, 
earthquake-proof architecture? Japanese architect Kengo Kuma thought 

so and shared the same while designing this unusual structure for London 
Design Festival. SURFACES REPORTER (SR) looks deeper into the 

effectiveness of the bond of the duo -bamboo and Carbon  
Fibre- to restrict natural diasasters. 
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“We bend the bamboo first 
and then glue carbon fibre on 
behind to make it rigid. Then 
we transport the rings from 
Japan to here and we weave 
them in a diagonal way.”

he architect weaved two materials- 
Bamboo and Carbon fibre to build 
this unique structure, which is 
known as Bamboo Ring. According 
to the architect, both of these 
materials can be used together 
to make buildings that are more 
resistant to natural disasters like 
Tsunami or Earthquake.  T

SR Material of Substance
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Kuma created this Bamboo Ring in his  
laboratory at The University of Tokyo 
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The Bamboo Ring shows how carbon fiber and bamboo can 
be knitted together to build extremely sturdy, self-sustaining 
structures. Kuma said, “We bend the bamboo first and then glue 
carbon fibre on behind to make it rigid. Then we transport the rings 
from Japan to here and we weave them in a diagonal way.” 

Project Details
Design team (Kuma lab):  

Kengo Kuma, Toshiki  
Hirano, Kohyoh Yang, Hiroki Awaji, 
Tomohisa Kawase

Fabrication team at Komatsu  
Matere premises in japan:  
Alexander Mladenov, Cristina  
Mordeglia, Luciana Tenorio, Simone 
Parola, Sarah Wellesley, Valentin  
Rodriguez de las Cuevas.

all images © ed reeve
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According to the architect, both 
of these materials are light, and 
wood is not alone self-sufficient 
to resist earthquake but 
combining it with the carbon 
fibers will give the formation a 
new kind of strength. 

Kuma created this Bamboo Ring in his 
laboratory at The University of Tokyo in 
collaboration with ejiri Structural engineers. 
The design team explained that if you the 
structure will naturally deform if you pull both 
ends at the same time. 

This is one of the amazing creations of Japanese 
architect Kengo Kuma that looks a like a giant 
cocoon raising up on one side to form an arch.

Kengo Kuma has recently used 20,000 granite 
pieces to create the Kadokawa Culture Museum 
in Japan. It has recently opened for public.

Kengo Kuma

Born on August 8, 1956, Kengo Kuma is one of the most 
prominent Japanese architects.  He is also a professor 
in the Department of Architecture (Graduate School 
of Engineering) at the University of Tokyo. In 1987, he 
founded the “Spatial Design Studio”, and in 1990, he 
established his own firm “Kengo Kuma & Associates”, 
which has offices in Tokyo and Paris. Frequently 
compared to contemporaries Shigeru Ban and Kazuyo 
Sejima, Kuma is recognized for proposing new ways of 
incorporating natural resources like sunlight or wood 
in multiple buildings.He is the genius behind designing 
some of the most significant structures around the world, 
including the Asakusa Culture Tourism Centre in Japan 
(2012), Yusuhara Wooden Bridge Museum (2011) the 
Cultural Village Japanese Garden in Portland, Oregon 
(2017), the recent completely masterpiece V&A Design 
Museum in Dundee, Scotland (2018), and a recent 
Kadokawa Cultural Museum (2020), to name a few. 

Kengo KuMa &  
associates, toKyo

Image credit: Western Living
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Coimbatore to  
Convert spaCe 
under flyover into 
exClusive Cafes, 
offiCe spaCes 
and parks | oasis 
design inC
The spaces under any flyover are the most unused ones and  
usually end up accumulating garbage, rainwater and unlawful 
activities. However, the same has been planned to be developed 
into multi-purpose space including open air co-working spaces, 
restaurants, amphitheatre, boating and viewing deck overlooking 
the lake etc., in the city of Coimbatore under the Smart City Mission 
by Oasis Design Inc, New Delhi. SurfaCeS reporter (Sr) takes you 
to an exclusives tour of how the design will shape up.
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The Plan of  
Co-working sPaCes

Accoring to the plan, there will be 
dedicated work-spaces designed 

in steel container-styled cubicles 
– floating above the gravel floor 
overlooking a lakefront seating 

lounge. They will be designed to 
cater to the new-age requirements 

for professionals to offer them 
office-infrastructure on rent – to 

enable them to access common 
services like printing, plotting, etc. 

It’s a great facility for all start-ups 
to be able to work from an office 

space, without having to invest 
in owing one – while enjoying 

the common facilities like wi-fi, 
printing, and even secretarial 

assistance if required.  

Before & afTer

As a part of the 8-Lake eco restoration Project under Coimbatore Smart City, the plan is to 
develop the Under Fly-Over @Valankulam Quick Win. In the Before & After images, it was 
clearly visible  that earlier the water was coming in to midway of the Under-flyover site – and then 
as per the advice from State Highways – the filling carried out on site and a beautiful lanscape has 
started to emerge out of an otherwise completely neglected space. 

In the Before & After images,  
it was clearly visible  that earlier the 

water was coming in to midway of the 
Under-flyover site – and then as per 

the advice from State Highways – the 
filling carried out on site.

Paving enhancing the linearity
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inTeraCTive area

Located in-between the two office-modules, this 
co-working zone also has one bay dedicated as an 
interactive area, where the different professionals 
can meet all their colleagues and invite clients 
for discussing work in a lounge like setting while 
overlooking the magnificent views of the lake. The 
entire project uses a floating floor concept, where 
all the useable floor spaces are defined to float over a 
gravel bed, and at night the recessed lights accentuate 
the floating effect further.

offiCe Module

Each office module is equipped with hot-stations 
where one can plug in a laptop and be connected to 
the free wi-fi and network servers, to use the common 
printers, 3D printing etc. The space is shaded with 
planting from the approach side and overlooks the 
lakefront plaza seating. The central space is the 
lockable space which shall be designed to house all 
the common printers, plotters, etc and is managed 
as a pay-and-use facility, by the private operator, 
under the aegis of Coimbatore Smart City. This 
unique facility shall also allow the users to access the 
data base of the government like the Start-up India 
mission, Urban employment database etc. in addition 
to being mentored by retired seniors. Opportunities to 
met up with angel investors, and access other venture 
capital funds shall also be a focus of the facility.

Repurposed concrete pipes work as seating pods perfect  for group or individual dining

Flyover column as a  feature element frames each in-between space
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 oPen Pavillion 

The idea of redesigning the open space under the flyover as 
a public space also provisions for some bays which are free 
for anyone to use – to come and sit there, enjoy a coffee or 
meet up with friends. This area also has steps leading to the 
boating jetty.  

Smaller paved areas for seating designed to work as a spill-
over space for the Tea/Coffee Stalls of the Entrance Area. 
bamboo Partitions create a sense of privacy to modulate 
this space into smaller and more usable niches. The entire 
space is planned as a veranda segregated by a green buffer 
from the road. 

enTranCe

The Main Entrance to the Arts & Crafts Area is defined by 
a linear entrance plaza leading to the front desk kind-of 
registration and security counter. The entrance bay under-
flyover is defined by two small food kiosks that frame the 
landscape view of the lake. It is around this central entrance 
court that each side of the project is designed one as an Art 
& Crafts area and the other as the co-working area.

BoaTing deCk overview

Main Entry Bay is designed to create an axial view to the 
Lake with a seating plaza framing the view. This axis is also 
planned to connect to the Main Boating Deck. This area 
leads one to the exhibition court and is also designed as a 

The entire project uses a  
floating floor concept, where all the 
useable floor spaces are defined to 
float over a gravel bed, and at night 
the recessed lights accentuate the 

floating effect further.

Seating spaces with a twist. Adorned by bamboo feature walls chandeliers.
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area that can double-up to allow exhibition panels to overspill 
into this area as well.

resTauranT CourT

The Exhibition Space merging with the Restaurant Court 
creates a larger platform for visitors to spill in and out of the 
two activities. all the spaces are designed to be flexible-use 
– they can double up to accommodate exhibition panels, be 
cleared up to have a art event, a yoga-class or host a informal 
gathering/ programe.

resTauranT and aMPhiTheaTre

The Restaurant Area is designed in a way that it occupies the 
central space surrounded by the different event spaces – the 
amphitheatre, the exhibition galleries, the multifunctional 
performance areas. The restaurant shall also be anchor 
activity equally during event and non-event times – ensuring 
there is always some activity and vibrancy for any guest  
to partake.

aMPhiTheaTre

The Amphitheatre steps can be used all throughout the  
day for enjoying the Lake. The stage is designed as a 
rectangular plaza which will be used for Performance  
Art and other large events. The existing trees frame  
the Lake view more naturally.

Surfaces Reporter (SR) appreciates the efforts of the architect 
and Coimbatore city corporation for taking such steps. 
Managing social issues using design interventions are the need 
of the hour. This initiative could be a role model for the rest of 
the country to develop the otherwise unused and spare public 
spaces and convert them into something more beautiful, 
useful and ultimately a way of generating revenue. What do 
you think about the same? Do let us know in the comments.

Viewing Deck

sujaTa 
hingorani 
Principal Landscape 
Architect

Oasis Design Inc

Since its inception in 2001- Oasis Designs Inc. 
has been involved in four areas of practice: 
Architecture, Landscape Planning, Master 
planning and Urban Design. The firm has 
a multi-disciplinary team comprising of 
Architects, Landscape architects and Urban 
Designers working in various cities across India.

akash 
hingorani 
Principal Architect  
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C h a n d i g a r h

Surfaces Reporter  |  Spaces & Material Poetries

AmAn aggarwal

Mr. Aman Aggarwal is the founder and design 
principal at Charged Voids, a Chandigarh 
based architecture and spatial design 
practice. He graduated from Chandigarh 
College of Architecture and trained under 
Ar. B.V. Doshi, after which he started his 
own practice in 2007. He has successfully 
spearheaded many institutional, commercial 
and residential projects. He has won multiple 
awards and citations at national and 
international platforms, including the World 
architecture festival (WAF RECOMMENDATIONS), 
INSIDE WORLD FESTIVAL OF INTERIORS (WAF) 
AWARDS, IIID –MK National Award etc.

turns a small 
offiCe plot 
look amazingly 
spaCious

a project by aman aggarwal

Ar Aman Aggarwal achieves maximum 
efficacy using bare minimum elements in the 
Office 543. SURFACES REPORTER (SR) shares 
how the office located at a small site in the 
busiest lane of Mohali, Punjab  
achieved the feat.

Charged Voids
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Office 543, designed by Ar Aman 
Aggarwal, Principal, Charged Voids in 
the busiest hub of Mohali was created 
on a site measuiring just 140 sq mt for 
a builder. The design brief was to create 
an office that had to be a reflection 

of both the builder’s execution skills and the design 
philosophies behind the architect’s projects. 

ConCept
The concept was primarily a response to the narrow 
& small site located on one of busiest roads of Mohali 
(a satellite town of Chandigarh). The central idea was 
to design a closed box opening mostly skywards but 
with careful gaps looking into the street and using the 
courtyard as a buffer between the exterior & the interior.

planning
The primary requirements were a small reception, a large 
office with an attached meeting room on the ground 
level and a workspace for the accounts team along 
with a second office on the second level. A significant 
requirement was a separate access to the terrace to allow 
for future expansion with ever increasing floor area 
ratios in these commercial hubs.

Office in the busiest lane of Mohali on a small site

The strong & clear 
geometry of intersecting 
lines & an ellipse resolve 

a complex brief and 
create the requisite 

spatial sequence. The 
idea was to utilize the 

small site by building the 
bare essential number 
of elements with each 
element achieving its 

maximum efficacy.

Surfaces Reporter
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Two intersecting walls  
that form a sort of 

“L” allow reorienting 
the entrance towards 
the main centre of the 
commercial hub which 

is located just after a 
plot on the left of  

the site.
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The facade is like a  
blank canvas for the 

light to manifest 
its magic filtering 

through the foliage 
of the tree right in 

front of the site.

All the requirements were met with a clear thought 
of spaces flowing into one another along with a large 
central volume.

The other wall allows for a separate access to the third 
level & also the washrooms for the main office.

The central ellipse on the ground level is the closed 
meeting room (required for all cash transactions 
prevalent among builders) which is attached to the 
main office as well as the central space.

 The interjection of courtyards & skylights is a strategy 
that allow the architect to experience the fragments 
of nature like the wind, light & greenery & break the 
powerful geometry of the elements of design.  

Surfaces Reporter
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Material pallette
The overall material palette is limited to only White Marble & 
Sivakasi Gold Granite along with simple white  
painted surfaces.

projeCt Details  
project name: OFFICE 543 
site area: 140 SQ. M. 
Built up area: 190 SQ. M. 
project location: Mohali, Panjab India 
Completion Year:  2019 
lead architect: Aman Aggarwal 
Design team: Swati Agarwal, Anshu Garg 
architect’ Firm: Charged Voids 
photo credits: Javier Callejas
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The new way of sharing news

Weekly NeWs 
RouNdup

To be featured in SR Weekly Update, write to us  
at press@surfacesreporter.com

Surfaces Reporter Weekly News Roundup is 
the revolutionary way of presenting news on Web,  
an attempt done for the first time in the country.  

Here you will get your weekly dose of most crucial news  
of architecture, design, material and real estate.


